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Preface

Strucure of this document
This document is divided into six sections:

• Installation procedure.

• Overview of the system

• Files structure.

• Network set-up and operation.

• Remote management.

• Management commands.

This document is intended for the person in charge of installing or
maintaining the VAXNEWS utility on a system. The general philosophy
of VAXNEWS, the standard usage and commands are described in the
VAXNEWS User Manual. This manual contains also a description of the
internals of the system.

There is an online help available when running VAXNEWS, which should
give the minimal necessary information.

Maintenance and reporting bugs
In case of problems, or if you have suggestions or comments on the
product, the documentation, or on the various procedures described in this
manual, please mail to VXCERN::CALLOT or callot@vxcrna.cern.ch
with all the relevant information, like the actions which revealed the
problem, the exact error message and so on. An answer is guaranteed...

ix



1 Installation

VAXNEWS is installed over the network, and rebuilt from source on the
target node. This means that the complete sources are available for those
who want to understand how it works. The release procedure is able to
perform an initial installation, or an upgrade to a new version. The latter
one is of course simpler.

1.1 Initial installation
The initial installation is relatively simple. It can be done by any user, but
as some system work is required, it is easier to have it done by the system
manager, or a person with enough privileges to update the SYLOGIN,
the system startup files, to install images, create accounts and run NCP
or NCL to install the DECNET receiver. The following steps have to be
followed:

1.1.1 Creation of the directories
First, a directory must be created to receive the binary images, help files,
and other files that the standard user will access. This directory will be
pointed at by the logical name VAXNEWS$DIR. It is a good practice to
create a new directory for VAXNEWS, as it will ease management. In case
of a mixed VAX-AXP cluster, one should use two separate directories, one
for each architecture, possibly using serach list, see Section 1.1.5. Two
other directories will be used.

• VAXNEWS$SRC, to receive the source files. This does not need to be
publicly readable nor writable.

• VAXNEWS$DAT, to receive the data files. This does not need to
be publicly readable nor writable. However, every MANAGER must
have write and delete access to this area, to be able to create, rename
and delete files when needed. The person installing VAXNEWS is
the basic MANAGER, he will then decide who else can be manager.
The owner of the files in this area must have enough quota: The
standard user will NOT create flies, but he will extend existing files,
so that the quota of the owner will decrease with time. A large quota
is recommended: A typical usage is around 5.000 blocks per year.

If these directories are not defined when the IMPORTJVAXNEWS
procedure is run, then they will bo created as subdirectories (
[.SOURCE] and [.DATAI ) of the VAXNEWS$DIR area. The directories
VAXNEWS$DIR and VAXNEWS$DAT must have at least "W:E" access,
and also their parent directories, so that every user in the system can
access the image and data files.
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Installation

1.1.2 Fetch the command file
The second step is to copy the file IMPORT_VAXNEWS.COM from
VXCERN::DISK$ALEPHl:tCALLOT.VAXNEWS] to the VAXNEWS$DIR
area. This file is then able to do the rest of the installation, provided you
have a good enough DECNET link to VXCERN, or if you have MULTINET
FTP and a valid account on VXCERN. If not, you should copy the whole
area VXCERN::DISK$ALEPH1:[CALLOT.VAXNEWS] to some scratch area
on your machine by any possible method. These files are essentially ASCII
files, plus the Bookreader files *.DECW$BO0K which you can ignore, or
rebuild locally if you have Vax Document.

1.1.3 Run the IMPORT VAXNEWS command file
Then, you just type @VAXNEWS$DIR:IMPORT_VAXNEWS to import
and install the whole product. This command file executes several steps:

• The proposed program, source and data area definition ( see
Section 1.1.1 ) are displayed, and you can alter them. After validation
of the choice, their existence is checked and the directories are created
if needed. A command file VAXNEWS$DIR:DEFINE_VAXNEWS_
LOGICALS.COM is then created to define the logical names and
install the images. It is intended to be included in the machine
startup, see Section 1.1.4.2.

• You are then prompted for the area where the reference source files
are, with the VXCERNxDISKSALEPHLfCALLOT.VAXNEWS] area as
default. You can also specify FTP at this time if you have MULTINET
FTP, and then you will be prompted for your username and password
on VXCERN, and the all files will be copied from the reference area
via FTP to your source area.

• After checking that there is no newer version of this command file ( in
which case the newer version is automatically run ), the source files
are ccpied to the target directory, VAXNEWS$SRC for most of them,
but VAXNEWS$DIR for some command files and documentation. If
it is found that your system does not have a FORTRAN compiler, by
checking the existence of the image and of the license, images are
directly imported from the reference node. This option works only for
VAX systems.

• The command file VAXNEWS$DIR:BUILD_VAXNEWS.COM is then
run. It first check if you have already run CONFIGURE_VAXNEWS.
If not, it runs it to define which flavour of TCP/IP ( MULTINET or
UCX ) you have and to ask you how you want to link. It then compiles
the FORTRAN, C and CLD files and links the various images, with
an "Image File Identification" as given in argument to the procedure.
IMPORT_VAXNEWS sets it to the VAXNEWS version number. The
various images are :

• VAXNEWS.EXE, the normal image.

• VAXNEWS_READER.EXE, the read-only image.
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• VAXNEWS_LOGIN.EXE, to be run at login time to list unseen
news.

• VAXNEWS_DECNET.EXE, to receive news via DECNET.

• VAXNEWS_MULTINET.EXE to receive news via MULTINET if
you have the MULTINET software.

• VAXNEWS_NNTP_SERVER.EXE if you want to have a NNTP
server,

• VAXNEWS_WWW_SERVER.EXE if you want to have a WWW
server,

• VAXNEWSJJCX.EXE to receive news via UCX if you have the
UCX software.

The help libraries are also created in VAXNEWS$DIR.

• A MAIL message is then sent to VXCERN::CALLOT so that you can
be informed of bug fixes and new releases.

• The Release Notes are posted in the dedicated folder
VAXNEWS.RELEASE_NOTES, so that you and your users are
informed of new features of this release. This initial activation of
VAXNEWS will also create the 4 databases ( GROUP, FOLDER,
NODE, USER ) and two basic folders used for testing the system and
posting the release notes...

• Last, after prompting for your authorization, and if you have enough
privileges, the network object and MULTINET or UCX server are
installed, as described in the Section 1.1.4.1.

In short, this command file asks a few questions at the beginning to
specify where the directories are, and where the source files have to
be taken from, and after that it is completely automatic, except for the
last step, the network installation. Notice that the sending of the MAIL
message can fail if you do not have DECNET access to VXCERN, or if
the link is down at this time. The mail message is then sent to you, so
that you can forward it, by any suitable method, to VXCERN: :CALLOT or
callot@vxcrna.cern.ch Please don't forget to re-send this mail, so that you
can be informed of new releases and bug fixes, or of the mis-behaviour of
your network installation.

1.1.4 Install VAXNEWS in the system
You should now install VAXNEWS in your system. The first part is done
normally by the IMPORT_VAXNEWS.COM procedure, the rest has to be
done "by hand".
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1.1.4.1 Install the Network Object and TCP/IP server
In order to receive news from remote computers, you should install
receivers, which are a DECNET network object, and a TCP/IP server using
MULTINET or UCX. The command file VAXNEWS$DIR:INSTALL_
VAXNEWS.COM is provided to perform this task, and is normally called
at the end of the IMPORT_VAXNEWS.COM procedure. This command
file will ask several questions and build a temporary command file. After
confirmation, it will run it to perform the following tasks :

• You are first prompted if you want to create the DECNET object.
Usually, you want to do so, except if you run again this command file
to install TCP options, like NNTP or WWW servers.

• It will first create a dedicated account to be the owner of the
VAXNEWS network object ( you can also specify the username and
password of an existing account ). You must specify the account name
( Default VAXNEWS$SVR ), the UIC ( [376,350] ), the login device (
SYS$COMMON: ). This will create an account with TMPMBX and
NETMBX privileges only, INTERACTIVE access disabled, with a
default directory on the specified device with 1000 blocks disk quota.
The directory, the file NETSERVER.LOG in this directory and in
VAXNEWS$DAT are made world readable, so that remote analysis of
network problems is easier, provided of course that FAL allows access
to your system.

Note: The Network Object needs Read access to the VAXNEWS
images, and write access to all the folders, so that received
news can be posted. If remote management is enabled, this
account may also need write access to the various group areas,
to create folders. This is provided by installing the image
VAXNEWS$DIR:VAXNEWS_DECNET.EXE with the SYSPRV
privilege, which gives correct access, and allows files created
by the object to have the same owner as the directory where
they are created.

• If you have chosen to have a MULTINET server, you are prompted for
the 'port number', with a default of 1789. This allows you to receive
news from other VAXNEWS sites, and does not require a permanent
task running on your machine, see Section 4.5. As MULTINET runs
usually from the system account, with all privileges, the correct
file access and ownership of files created by a remote manager is
automatically granted.

• If you have chosen to have a MULTINET NNTP server, the
corresponding image is added in the MULTINET server database.
If you decide later on to create this service, you can run again
@VAXNEWS$DIR:CONFIGURE_VAXNEWS to select the NNTP
option, @VAXNEWS$DIR:BUILD_VAXNEWS to build the image,
and then @VAXNEWS$DIR:INSTALL_VAXNEWS to add this service,
without touching the DECNET declaration.

• If you have chosen to have a MULTINET WWW server, the
corresponding image is added in the MULTINET server database.
If you decide later on to create this service, you can run again
@VAXNEWS$DIR:CONFIGURE_VAXNEWS to select the NNTP
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option, @VAXNEWS$DIR:BUILD_VAXNEWS to build the image,
and then @VAXNEWS$DIR:INSTALL_VAXNEWS to add this service,
without touching the DECNET declaration. You can specify on which
port you install this service, the standard port being 80.

• If you have chosen to have a UCX server, you are prompted for the
'port number', with a default of 1789. If you run UCX version 1,
this allows to receive news from other VAXNEWS sites, provided
you run the UCX server permanently on your node. A command
file VAXNEWS$DIR:START_UCX_SERVER.COM is built by the
procedure, to be included in the system startup. If you run VCX
version 2 or higher, then the VAXNEWS service is declared in the UCX
service database, and you don't need any permanent task.

• If you have chosen to have an UCX NNTP server, which is possible
only with UCX version 2 or higher, the corresponding image is added
in the UCX server database. If you decide later on to create this
service, you can run again @VAXNEWS$DIR:CONFIGURE_VAXNEWS
to select the NNTP option, @VAXNEWS$DIR:BUILD_VAXNEWS to
build the image, and then @VAXNEWS$DIR:INSTALL_VAXNEWS to
add this service, without touching the DECNET declaration.

• If you have chosen to have a UCX WWW server, which is possible only
with UCX version 2 or higher, the corresponding image is added in the
UCX server database.If you decide later on to create this service, you
can run again @VAXNEWS$DIR:CONFIGURE_VAXNEWS to select
the NNTP option, @VAXNEWS$DIR:BUILD_VAXNEWS to build the
image, and then @VAXNEWS$DIR:INSTALL_VAXNEW8 to add this
service, without touching the DECNET declaration. You can specify on
which port you install this service, the standard port being 80.

• You are then prompted for the DECNET object number, with a default
of 178. This DECNET object is the way by which you will usually
receive news from other sites runing VAXNEWS. You do not need to
have a network object if you do not want to receive news from outside,
see Section 4.4

The constructed command file is then displayed, so that you can check
the actions it will perform: Creation of the new account, creation of its
login directory, disk quota attribution, NCP commands to DEFINE and
SET the network object, or NCL commands to create and set the session
control application with DECNET/OSI, using SYSMAN to operate on each
node of the cluster, and MULTINET configuration commands to define the
MULTINET server, also using SYSMAN to operate on each node. You are
prompted for execution of the file.

• If you answer YES or just | Return |, then this command file is executed,
and a MAIL message is sent to VXCERN::CALLOT to describe your
network parameters. As usual, if this MAIL operation fails, it could
be useful to send anyway the information to VXCERN::CALLOT or
callot@vxcrna.cern.ch.
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• If you answer NO, then you can either try again with a different set of
answers, or do it by hand if you want a different configuration. Notice
that the temporary installation command file is deleted, to prevent a
file with a possible valid username and password to stay in the system.

Comments and problem reports on this procedure are welcome, to improve
the distribution on other nodes. Mail them to VXCERN::CALLOT or
callot@vxcrna.cern.ch

1.1.4.2 Define the logical names and install the images
A command file VAXNEWS$DIR:DEFINE_VAXNEWS_LOGICALS.COM
has been created by the release procedure. This command file defines the
system logical names VAXNEWS$DIR, VAXNEWS$SRC, VAXNEWS$DAT
and installs the image VAXNEWS$DIR:VAXNEWS.EXE with OPER and
WORLD privileges so that user notification of incoming news is possible,
and the image VAXNEWES$DIR:VAXNEWS_DECNET.EXE with OPER,
WORLD and SYSPRV privilege so that file access and ownership of
created files is correct. If you want to send with UCX version 1 or 2, then
this file also installs UCX$IPC_SHR, as this is needed. And if you run
UCX version 2 or higher and have receivers, for VAXNEWS or NNTP or
WWW, then the corresponding services are enabled by the command file.
If this is not the case, because you installed VAXNEWS with a version
before 3.12, then you should edit the file to install UCX$IPC_SHR and do
the UCX ENABLE SERVICE needed, if relevant.

If you run a mixed VAX-AXP cluster, you should edit this file to define
VAXNEWS$DIR according to the machine architecture, see Section 1.1.5.

You should add this command file to your startup database: Copy this file
to your SYS$STARTUP: area, and then add it to the startup database.

S MCR .1YRMAN
BTARTUf ADD FILE DEFINK-VAXNEWS-LOGICALn.COM /PHASE=LPBETA

You can also run it on every node, but this is normally done by the
command procedure created and run in the previous step.

$ MCR !3YSMAN
!3ET ENV/CLUSTER
.'3ET TIMEOUT 00:00:30
:;ET PROF/TRIV-ALI,
DO @nyn$.'3TARTUP: DKFINR-VAXNEWfi.LOGICALn
KXIT

1.1.4.3 Define the symbols in SYLOGIN
You should then edit SYS$MANAGER:SYLOGIN.COM to define the
symbol needed to activate VAXNEWS, and to run the login image. You
can restrict this login image activation to interactive mode if you wish.
Notice that there are two images, VAXNEWS and V A X N E W S - R E A D E R ,
which you can define here. V A X N E W S - R E A D E R allows only a subset of
the VAXNEWS commands, excluding all MANAGER commands and all
commands related to adding news, as described in the user manual. You
can then define the symbol NEWS as activating either the full VAXNEWS,
or only the VAXNEWS_READER, or select which one depending on the
user's group... The name of the symbol can be what you want, but if it is
not "NEWS", you MUST define the logical name VAXNEWS_SYMBOL to
bo this symbol string, so that this symbol is displayed by the VAXNEWS_
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LOGIN.EXE image. If the logical is not defined, the default NEWS symbol
is displayed :

$ NEWS : = = $VAXNEWS$DI R: VAXNEWf; ! D e f i n e t h e symbol

5 Rim VAXMrIWrSDlIUVAXMEWn-LOnIN ! Run t h e Log in image

With another symbol, and for a read ony version, it will look like

S Info :=- $VAXNEWS$DIR:VAXNEWS_READER ; define the symbol

S netinp VAXNEWS_SYMBOL INFO ! Define the logical nan
5 Run VAXNEW.1?DIR:VAXNEW:;_I,0GIN ! Run the Login image

1.1.4.4 Install the Bookreader documentation
The documentation can be installed in the Bookreader if you run
DECwindows. You have to update the definition of the logical
name DECW$BOOK to add VAXNEWS$DIR in the search list, or
update the LIBRARY. DECW$BOOKSEHLF file to refer to the file
VAXNEWS$DIR:LIBRARY.DECW$BOOKSHELF.

1.1.4.5 Include the UCX server in your startup
If you run UCX version 1 and want to receive news via TCP/IP, you
should add the startup of the UCX server in your startup file, so
that the server runs permanently on your node. This can be done by
copying the file START_UCX_SERVER.COM from VAXNEWS$DIR to
your SYS$STARTUP area, and then performing the following SYSMAN
commands :

$ MCR CYSMAN
STARTUP ADU FILB nTART_UCX_.'!KRVER .COM /TIIASE=LfDETA
SET ENV/CLUSTER
SET PROF/PR IV=ALL
SET TIMEOUT 00:00:30
UO <aSYS$STARTIJP:START_IICX_SERVER
EXI T

Notice that the UCX$IPC_SHR sharable image is not installed by default
by the Digital startup. This prevents from sending news using UCX,
as you can not activate a non sharable image ( UCX ) from a privileged
image ( VAXNEWS ). In case the installation procedure finds this case,
the command to install UCX$IPC_SHR is added to DEFINE_VAXNEWS_
LOGICALS.COM, so that it is automatically done at startup. If you
installed VAXNEWS with a version lower than 3.12, you should edit the
file to add this command.

1.1.5 Installation in a mixed VAX/AXP cluster
VAXNEWS can be installed on Vax or AXP architecture, provided they
runs VMS or OpenVMS operating system. The proper link commands are
used by the IMP0RT_VAXNEWS command file. In the case you run a
mixed cluster, containing Vaxcs and Alpha machines, you should perform
some special operations, aa the image must be different depending on the
architecture. The following steps have to bo followed:

1 Install VAXNEWS on one machine, say on a VAX.
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2 Edit the startup file VAXNEWS$DIR:DEFINE_VAXNEWS_
LOGICALS.COM to change the logical name VAXNEWS$DIR
according to the architecture. Notice that neither VAXNEWS$SRC
nor VAXNEWS$DAT need to be changed. You will put the AXP
images in a new directory, for example a subdirectory of the existing
VAXNEWS$DIR directory. To avoid duplication of the command files
and documentation, you can use a search list. The modification may
look like:

S IF FSOETSYH "ARCH-NAMR" I . eqs . "A lpha"
S 'I1HHU
$ nefine/system/pxor VAXNEWSSD1R disk:(directory.ALPHA). -

disk:!directory]
$ ELSE
$ nefine/system/pxec VAXNEWSSDIR disk:[directory)
5 RNDTF

3 Using SYSMAN, run this command file on each node of the cluster.
This will define the correct logical depending on the architecture.

4 Login to an AXP machine in your cluster, run again the import
procedure.

5 If you have enough privileges, the images will be re-installed, and
then the proper image activated on each node. If not, ask your system
manager to do so.

You should repeat the double installation for each release, i.e. you should
import VAXNEWS twice for each release, one on each type of architecture.

1.2 Upgrade Installation
This occurs when a new version of the system is released. You receive
a MAIL telling you that a new version is ready and how to import it,
thanks to the MAIL sent by the release procedure : Your name is put on
the central distribution list for bug fixes and upgrades. The procedure is
usually just to run again @VAXNEWS$DIR:IMPORT_VAXNEWS , but this
time it will run a bit differently :

• The definition of the logical names VAXNEWS$DIR, VAXNEWS$DAT,
VAXNEWS$SRC is displayed, you should usually just accept the
values. In case you change some logical definition, a new version of
the file DEFINE_VAXNEWS_LOGICALS is created. You may lost the
possible architecture dependence of the logical name, the installation
of UCX$IPC_SHR and enabling of UCX services in this case. Please
check and correct the file if needed.

• You will then be prompted for the reference source area. If your
DECNET link to VXCERN is good enough, just accept the proposed
answer, else you may use the FTP option if you have MULTINET and
a valid account on VXCERN, or you will have to copy all the files from
VXCERN::DISK$ALEPH1:|CALLOT.VAXNEWS] , or at least all those
created since you last imported VAXNEWS, to some temporary area,
as in the initial installation.

• Then the modified files, based on creation date, will be copied to the
VAXNEWS$SRC or VAXNEWS$DIR area, compiled, linked.
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• As usual, a MAIL will be sent to VXCERN::CALLOT, with the same
restriction as during the initial installation. Please be sure that the
mail reaches VXCERN::CALLOT or callot@vxcrna.cern.ch.

• If the images were VMS Installed, then the installed images are
replaced by the new ones, on every machine in the cluster, using
SYSMAN, provided you have enough privileges.

• The new release notes are also posted in the VAXNEWS.RELEASE_
NOTES folder.

The main difference with the initial installation are that the installed
images are replaced, and that INSTALLJVAXNEWS is not run again, as
this is not needed.

Note: When upgrading from a version lower than VAXNEWS 3.8, the
folder and nodes database are converted to the new file format by
a program VAXNEWS$DIR:CONVERT_3_8_VAX.EXE or CONVERT.
3_8_AXP.EXE depending on the hardware. The database name is
changed, so that the operation can be repeated if needed. This is
automatic in the release procedure. The release will stop before
creating the new images if this step fails.

If you run a mixed VAX-AXP cluster, you must repeat this operation on
the other architecture, as you need to recompile and rebuild the system.

1.2.1 Upgrading from previous systems
If you were running a previous version of the news system, called
xxNEWS with a version number between 2.0 and 2.6, then there is a
tool to convert your files so that information is not lost. Please contact
VXCERN.-.CALLOT or callot@vxcrna.cern.ch for instructions in this case.

1.3 Tailoring the system
VAXNEWS can receive local modifications in several ways. The first one
is at build time, where it may be linked with various TCP/IP flavours,
or without. Then there are real time options available via a file, which
defines some options, via logical names or via a user defined routine called
when processing a file to post a news.

1.3.1 Defining the link options
The command file VAXNEWS$DIR:CONFIGURE_VAXNEWS.COM is
used to build the definition file VAXNEWS_OPTIONS.COM, in the same
directory, which defines how to link VAXNEWS, mainly which TCP/IP
package if any. This command file is automatically invoked by the BUILD_
VAXNEWS and INSTALL..VAXNEWS command files if not yet done, so
that you have to answer the questions only once. However, you can re-
run this command file at any time to change the way VAXNEWS will be
built. After running it, you will usually run again BUILD_VAXNEWS, to
construct the new images
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1.3.2 The file OPTIONS. LIST
The file VAXNEWS$DATK)PTIONS.LIST is created by the release
procedure if it does not yet exist. It is read and used when adding a
news. This file must of course be world readable, as every user will try
to read it when posting a news. This file defines some parameters, with
a very simple syntax: The keyword is specified starting in column 1, in
UPPERCASE, followed by one or many spaces, and then by the value.
No other type of line is accepted, and an error message is issued for each
illegal line. The possible parameters are described in following list, with
the default value if the parameter is not specified in the file:

• BATCH_QUEUE ( Default = SYS$BATCH ) : This is the batch queue
where the command file built to send the news item is submitted.

• CPLLLIMIT ( Default = 3000 ) : CPU limit of the batch job used to
send the news. The unit is 1/100 of a second, which means that the
default is 30 seconds.

• SETUP_OPTION ( Default = ) : If not blank, this string is placed as
first DCL command to be executed by the batch job, before running
VAXNEWS. This can be used to activate a command file to define
logical names. The string must contain the initial "$" .

• SERVERJJSER ( Default = ) : If not blank, specify that a task
running under that account ( in the format CLUSTER_NODE::USER_
NAME ) is in charge of recovering failures in the ADD command for
the user of the system. In this case, when a failure occurs, and if
the user is not the specified one, then the recovery information is
written to the file specified by the SERVER_FILE option. If absent,
the recovery information is saved in the user login area, and (s)he will
be reminded at each VAXNEWS activation that (s)he should use the
command RECOVER.

• SERVER_FILE ( Default = ) : If not blank, specifies the file name
where the recovery information has to be saved. This usually contains
a node specification. If you place a star V in the file specification, it
will be replaced by a unique 16 hexadecimal digit, to create a unique
file name.

The default file installed by the release procedure defines the VXCERN
server. You can keep it if you are not too far from CERN, so that recovery
will be automatic.

1.3.3 The logical names
The following logical names can be defined to alter the behaviour of the
system:

• VAXNEWS_SYMBOL : If denned, the equivalence string is displayed
in place of the word "NEWS" in the VAXNEWSJLOGIN image to
indicate to the user how to activate the system.

• VAXNEWS_PROMPT : If denned, the equivalence string is used as the
prompt in place of the default "NEWS >" in VAXNEWS or VAXNEWS_
READER. This allows to use your favourite name in this location.
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VAXNEWS_KEEP_PRINT : If defined with a non blank value,
instructs the PRINT command not to delete the temporary file. This
is needed by some print symbiont, like the XPRINT one on the CERN
machines.

VAXNEWS_PRINT_COMMAND : If defined, the PRINT command
does not use the system services to queue the file for printing, but
spawns the command defined by this string, which must include the
initial '$'. The place where to put the file name in the command is
indicated by the star character *, the file name replaces the start or is
put at the end of the command, after a space, if there is no star in the
string.

VAXNEWS_LOG_SERVER : If defined with a non blank value,
instruct the network tasks to log the commands they receive to the
file VAXNEWS$DAT:NETSERVER.LOG. This makes also the NNTP
and WWW servers more verbose. NNTP and WWW accesses are
always logged, so that you can monitor their usage. The default is not
to log the content of the sessions.

VAXNEWS_MANAGER : When processing a file with the PROCESS
command, and if the target folder is unknown, then the processed file
is mailed to the account specified by this logical name. This is useful
for server tasks receiving messages from various locations.

VAXNEWS_CLOSE_USER_FILE : If defined with a non blank value,
the user database is open only when a read or modification is needed,
and immediately closed. Normally, the database is permanently open.
This option solves problem encountered with DFS mounted disks, as
the shared write access is not supported properly by this software.

VAXNEWS_KEY_FILE : If defined, it points to a keypad definition file.
The structure of the file is the following:

• Each line starts in column 1. Lines beginning with an exclamation
mark "!" are ignored.

• The first part of the line is the key name, without spaces. If the
key starts with "GOLD+", this means that you define the sequence
I PF1 I followed by another key.

• The rest of the line, after one or several spaces, is the command
associated with the key. If the command ends with "+", then
some user parameter is expected, and the cursor will be left at this
position. Else, this is a complete command, immediately executed.

An example of file may look like:

! T h i s i~ '"oil.1!"!) '»nc-
! T h i " ( W i n e s t h° ' F u i ' i ' ' t ry fa ho ' PEABCH/Sl'B.i ' and w a i t fo r a s u i n
FliiD SEAPCH/.'MIP.T i
! ' I b i s (l«t i n e s th'? [Fl ^ Find s e q u e n c e Lo bo SKARCH w i t h o u t paramet. ei s
COI.Di FIlID

You can overwrite this way the default keypad definition. Notice that
the HELP KEYPAD is not automatically adjusted. As the keypad
definition file is processed just before initializing the screen, error
messages may be difficult to catch. Use then the /NOSMG qualifier on
the command line to check the possible error messages.
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1.3.4 The routine USER UPDATE HEADER
This routine is called when processing a file by the PROCESS or
RECOVER commands, only if there is no node specified, to avoid recursive
processing while recovering. It is called at a time where the header
information of the news has been extracted from the message and is
available in the common described in VAXNEWS$SRC:VAXNEWS
ENTRY.INC listed below:

CH/\RACTER*80 p a t h
CHARACTER*80 author
CHARACTER-80 Lhe_folder
CIIARACTER*8D desc r ip t ion
CIIARACTER'80 message_id
CIIARACTER«80 rontrol_t .ext
INTEGER lun_text_f i ]e
INTEGER flags
CHARACTER*80 References
CHARACTER*23 post,_time
CIIARACTER*23 exp_time
COMMON /VAXNEWS_ENTRY/ path, author , the_£older , d e s c r i p t i o n .

4 messaçie_id, con t ro l_ t ex t , lun_c.ext_f i l e , f l ags , r e fe rences ,
& post_t. ime, exp_tiriie

The idea of this routine is to allow the user to change some of these
parameters, mostly for news originating from non-VAXNEWS systems,
such as from IBM/VM or Unix systems. The main conversion problem
is usually to define the folder name from the available information. For
example, you may want to post the news sent by a given LIST_SERVER
on a remote machine to a dedicated folder on your node. The various
variables in the common are almost self described. "Control_text" contains
either blanks, or the command string "cancel <a_message_ID>" indicating
that the item is not to be posted, but a control command asking to delete
the specified message in the specified folder. The "lun_text_file" one
is the FORTRAN unit where the message body is available. You can
read the message body in this routine, but do not close this file, "flags"
contains the flag associated with the news item, with the bits described in
VAXNEWS$SRC:VAXNEWS_PARAMS.INC and is mainly intended for the
SYSTEM flag.

If the specified folder is not found after this routine's transformation,
then it is searched in the USENET equivalence names of all folders. This
allows the VAXNEWS folders to USENET newsgroups correspondence to
work both bays.

Notice that the PROCESS command supports list of folders, in the limit of
the length of the "the_folder" variable. The various folder names have to
be separated by a coma.

If you do provide this routine as a file VAXNEWS$SRC:USER_UPDATE_
HEADER.FOR, then the file is automatically compiled by the BUILD_
VAXNEWS procedure, and supersedes the default empty one provided
with the system. If you change this file, you just need to type again
@VAXNEWS$DIR:BUILD_VAXNEWS, and possibly replace the installed
imag-s.
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2.1 Principle of operation of VAXNEWS
VAXNEWS is a utility to handle NEWS. A NEWS is a piece of text, with
some header information. This header specifies who created the news, its
subject, the post and expiry dates, the path used by the news to reach this
node, and a messageJD. The length of the news is arbitrary, however the
line length is limited to 255, and a more realistic limit is the maximum
screen width, as the purpose of the news is probably to be displayed...

Each news belongs to a single FOLDER, which is a collection of news
related to the same topic. Each news is stored physically in the folder
files. Each folder belongs to a GROUP, which is a collection of folders.
The group is used to define the area of the folder files, which allows
VAXNEWS to handle news in different areas, so that disk quota can be
charged to different groups of users and file protection can be used to
control access.

2.1.1 News reading
News are read by any user running VAXNEWS. However, the user must
have Read access to the folder in order to be able to rc-ad the news. If
the file is protected, the user can not see the folder nor read the news.
Each news item is identified in a folder by a news item number, which will
never change, but can be different on different nodes for the same news
item. The wanted news is usually selected by the number, but can also
be selected by navigation commands like NEXT, LAST and so on. A news
item can be in 3 states:

1 UNSEEN : The user has not yet read this news item, which is in
a folder the user is interested in ( NOTIFY flag set ): The subject
of this news item will be displayed at login time, i.e. when running
VAXNEWSJLOGIN, and the user will be put in the "Readnew" mode
when entering VAXNEWS, with a message telling that unseen news
exists in such and such folders. Reading then is simply done by
pressing | Return | as long as unseen news items are present. Any other
command can also bo used at this time.

2 EXPIRED : The expiry date of the news item has passed. The news
item is normally no longer visible, but the user can select a mode
of reading, called the "Archive" mode, where even expired news are
readable. All the commands to select, display, process, print, ... work
also in this mode. The only limitation is that, as there are usually
many more expired news items than non expired, operations like
search or directory take longer.
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3 NORMAL : The news item has been seen, or is in a non-NOTIFY
folder. The news item can be read at any time. This is the default
mode of operation, called the "Active" mode.

The expiry date is checked each time any user accesses a news item. If
the news item is found to have expired, then the user modifies the news
status if (s)he can, i.e. if (s)he has write access to the folder files. If (s)he
can't, then the next user who will detect the expiry will try again, and so
on until successful.

2.1.2 News posting

2.1.3 Notification

Each user can ADD a news item to a given folder, provided (s)he has Write
access to that folder's files. The sequence of operations is quite simple:
The text of the news is prepared in advance outside VAXNEWS, or it can
be edited during the ADD operation. The command ADD is issued, with
the appropriate qualifiers to specify in which folder to add, by default the
current one, the subject and expiry date. If these values are not specified,
you are prompted for them. You can also specify the list of nodes where
the news must be added, with a folder dependent default. Then, if you
have not specified a file as the text of the news, or if you requested it, the
news is edited. Last step, you are prompted for a final confirmation of the
list of nodes. IfOK, the news item is posted. If you want to add to several
nodes, VAXNEWS proposes use of the BATCH mode, where a batch job is
run to execute the action, thus freeing your screen during the time taken
to post on the various nodes.

One feature of the system is that each user selects the folders he is
interested in, with the so called NOTIFY flag. This is one logical value per
folder and per user. The user can change the flag with the command SET
[NO]NOTIFY at any time. This flag is used in two ways:

1 At login time, when running VAXNEWSJLOGIN, unseen news in
folders with the NOTIFY flag are listed on the screen.

2 When a news item is added to a folder the user is interested in, a
broadcast message is sent to this user. This is done by first building
the list of users connected to the cluster, using the SYS$PROCESS_
SCAN system service, and then checking for each connected user if
(s)he is interested by the news. In order to obtain the list of connected
users, and to broadcast a message to them using SYS$BRKTHRU, the
image must run with OPER and WORLD privileges, which is why the
image is normally installed with such privileges.

As users may dislike the broadcast message, but are still interested in the
list of unseen news at login time, it is possible to disable the broadcast
message by typing or placing in L0GIN.COM the following statement:
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2.1.3.1 Notification by MAIL
It is possible to ask to be notified by MAIL of new messages when one
is not logged in, using the command SET NOTIFY/MAIL. This is more
resource consuming than just a broadcast message. The user having
selected this option are easily identified: They have an entry in the
user database with their name in lowercase. You can then list them
with SHO USER IFROM="a", and possibly suppress this feature by SET
NONOTIFY/MAILfUSER=xxx.

2.2 Creating groups
Groups are created to allow a set of folder to share some attributes.
The main one is the area where the folder files are. This is related to
access restriction and disk quota. Another attribute is the name, and the
distribution lists, which allows news to be exchanged over the network.
This section will discuss the local setting of groups. Network settings are
discussed in Chapter 4.

2.2.1 Security and protection
A group is first defined by its area. This is a directory description, usually
a logical name. This logical name has to be defined for all users accessing
the folders of the group, including network processes. It is then strongly
suggested to use SYSTEM LOGICAL NAMES to define the area. Notice
that you can use also directory specification in the area description, so that
you don't need a new logical name for each group. VAXNEWS$DAT is one
special area, where the VAXNEWS group is installed. As every user must
access files in this area, it must be readable for every user, which means
that the access must be at least "W:E" for the VAXNEWS$DAT directory
and all its parents. Read access to the directory is not needed.

Folders in the group are "visible" if the user can read the directory file.
If not, the folder never appears on the DIRECTORY/FOLDER command.
The control of the protection of each folder is then the key to protect
the information if needed. It is easier to set properly the group area,
so that new folder are automatically created with the proper access.
Network access to the group is discussed in Chapter 4. The suggested
VMS protection for each group depends of its access, as described when
creating the group in VAXNEWS.

2.2.2 Public groups
Public groups are intended to be available for read and write for all users.
This is the default. The folders in the group are created with "W:RW"
access, so that reading and posting is available to every user. Notice that
the VAXNEWS group and the four VAXNEWS databases for group, folder,
user and nodes, are created with this public access.
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2.2.3 Readonly groups
Readonly groups are intended to be available for reading to everybody, but
not for writing. Folder text files are created with "W:R", which means that
normal users can just read, but the folder directory files are created with
W:RW so that every user can update the expiration of the news. As news
must be posted, some users must have write access, either by using their
privilege SYSPRV to access the files with the system privileges, "S:RWED",
or by an ACL as described in the next section.

2.2.4 Private groups
In this case, the folder files are created with "W:" so that nobody can read
or write in the folder. To make the system usable, one should allow access
to the files by means of an ACL. It is better to create it on the directory
itself, so that it is automatically propagated to new folders.

Lets imagine that you create a group in DEVr[AREA]. You want to give
full access to users having the ID$_XXXX identifier. Then you just set the
following ACL to the directory file DEV:[000000]AREA.DIR :

(IDENTIFIER= ID$_XXXX,ACCESS-READ*WRITE<EXECUTE)
(I DENTIFI ER= I DS_XXXX, OPTIONS- DEFAr LT, ACCESS=READ* WR ITE* EXECUTE)

Then every file is created automatically with the following ACL, that you
should also set manually on possible existing files.

(IDENTIFIER = ID$_XXXX,ACCESS=RFAD*WRITE*EXECUTE)

Using this mechanism ensure confidentiality to your data. A non
authorized user can not read ymir data, except if he is privileged, but
what can you do against that ?

2.2.5 File ownership and Disk quota
Folder files, or distribution lists, are created in the group area. They
are created either under the creator's account and quota, or under the
directory owner's one, if the creation is done with enough privileges, which
is the case for remote management. A good solution is to have the files,
including the directory, owned by a Resource ID, and use the ACL as
described in the previous section. This way, all the files are created with
the proper owner and the disk quota is accounted to the same account,
making management easier.

2.3 USENET groups
Provided you have some TCP/IP linked with VAXNEWS, you can create
a USENET group to make locally available one or several newsgroups by
importing them from a news server. The operation is in three steps:

1 Create the group. Choose as group name the first part of the
newsgroup names you want to import. Use the IUSENET=internet_
address qualifier when creating the group. This address describes
the news server from which you want to update your local data. You
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must of course be allowed to read news from this news server. The
group will be read only by default, as posting in this folder should be
impossible, except from the UPDATE command.

2 Create one or several folders. The name of the folder will be, by
default, the USENET newsgroup name, that's why it is better to
choose as group name the first part of the newsgroups you want to
see. The USENET newsgroup can also be specified individually using
the qualifier /USENET=name of the CREATE FOLDER or MODIFY
FOLDER commands.. It is then free to contain characters invalid in a
folder name.

3 Then run the UPDATE group command, and do that again at regular
interval, e.g. every night from a batch job, to update the local copy
from the news server. The command updates the system records, and
notifies connected users of the posting of new news items.

As new news are detected by their number, you should avoid posting
directly in the folders of this group ! That's why, from version 3.12 on, the
group is Read Only. Of course, the job running the UPDATE command
must have write access to the folders. If you do not specify a distribution
list for the group an attempt to post to a folder of this group is converted
to an attempt to post to the Usenet server using the NNTP protocol.
However, there is no possible recovery in case of failure. It is possible to
attach a distribution list to the folders of this group, which should contain
only one entry, the post address of the Usenet, either the NNTP port or
some SMTP address of a dedicated task, like the one used on DXCERN.

2.4 Known groups
There are several groups of news distributed over the network. Most
of them are private, as they carry news internal to a collaboration, but
some are public. Table 2-1 lists those known from the maintenance crew.
Please notify VXCERN: :CALLOT or callot@vxcrna.cern.ch if you want your
group to be indicated here at the next release. Please contact the Remote
Manager of the group if you want to receive the corresponding news.

Table 2-1 Known groups and distribution

Group name Access Remote Manager Purpose

ALEPH

CERN

DO

DELPHI

E787

FNAL

SDC

UKHEP

Private

Public

Private

Private

Private

Public

Private

Public

VXCERN::ALNEWS

VXCERN.:CERN_NEWS

FNALD0::JONCKHEERE

VXDEOP::RUFR

BNLK04::E787

FNALV::STOLZ

CSA::DODGE

RALHEP::SYSTEM

Internal news of the ALEPH collaboration at LEP.

Public news about CERN activities.

Internal news of the DO collaboration at Fermilab.

Internal news of the DELPHI collaboration at LEP.

Internal news of the E787 collaboration at BNL.

Fermilab public news

Internal new of the SDC collaboration at the SSC.

Public news of the UK High Energy Physics
community
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2.5 Accessing only one group

2.6

2.6.1 Local read

2.6.2 Local Write

You may want to use VAXNEWS for several groups, but have a different
command to access the news of only one group at a time. This can be done
easily by defining several symbols like

$ ABCD
$ ABrD-LOGIM

:== SVAXNEWSSDIRrVAXNEWS/GROUP^abcd
: == SVAXNEWSSDIR : VAXNEWS_I.OGIN/GR0UF=abcd

Then the command "ABCD-LOGIN" will display unseen news only in
folders belonging to the group ABCD and to the group VAXNEWS, and
"ABCD" will allow to access only the groups ABCD and VAXNEWS. A
message 'group xxx not selected' will be issued if you try to access a folder
in another group.

This method allows to have only one image, one network object and one
TCP/IP receiver, to access all groups from an NNTP or WWW server.
It allows also a global management or global access to all groups by
activating directly the image VAXNEWS, which some users may prefer.

Security

The read protection is entirely based on VMS protection of the files, as
explained in Section 2.2.1. As soon as a user can open both folder files for
reading, (s)he can read the content. Of course, privileged users can always
read all files.

Users are notified of new messages in folders with the NOTIFY flag. The
flag is automatically cleared if the user can not read the folder. So users
will normally never be notified of messages in a folder they have no read
access, even if notify is the default, as this default should be immediately
cleared when they access any VAXNEWS image. The problem occurs then
only if a folder is modified with MODIFY FOLDER/ALL_NOTIFY, and
for users not running VAXNEWS_LOGIN in their login. Remember, The
images VAXNEWS, VAXNEWS_READER or VAXNEWS_LOGIN will clear
the NOTIFY flag immediately when detecting that the folder can not be
accessed.

Similarly, write access to a folder for posting is restricted by VMS file
protection, so that in principle it is safe, and easy to control. But there are
also two folders attributes which can prevent posting on a folder. These
are software protection inside VAXNEWS, and can of course be bypassed
if there is a bug or if someone rebuilds a private modified version of the
code... These attributes are:

• READONLY: In this case, one can only post news item from the
network. Local posting is software forbidden. This is intended
for satellite nodes, and for official folders where only one group
of persons on one node can post. The status is available with
DlR I FOLDER I FULL.
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• MODERATOR: Posting to this folder is not allowed. Instead,
when one attempt to post, the news is mailed to the Moderator,
whose address is described in the Folder database and visible with
DIR/FOLDER/FULL. The moderator can then post the message
after checking, provided he does that from the account described as
Moderator address. Notice that the Moderator status is tested only
with the commands ADD, SEND or POST, and not by PROCESS: This
is the way the moderator, and the network, can post.

2.6.3 Remote reading
From a remote node, it is possible to access via DECNET world readable
files, for example the VAXNEWS databases, and the Public or Read Only
folders. One example of folder access is the Remote Group, as discussed in
Section 3.1.1. Notice that reading of VAXNEWS folders file without using
VAXNEWS is not easy, as the text of the news is packed as explained in
Section 3.6.1. The dump of the file is almost not readable. Try it, you will
see. If you are concerned by the privacy of your information, you should
use a Private group, with no world access, and allow local access via ACL.

It is tempting to define VAXNEWS$DAT to be on a remote machine, to
access all the remote news system. This is usually NOT possible, as the
record size of the USER database is too big for DECNET. This can of
course be overcome by experts.

2.6.4 Remote posting
This is probably the most sensitive aspect. First, if some group area is
used as "Remote Group" on a remote machine, posting in this group is not
allowed by software. A Remote Group is always Read Only for VAXNEWS.

One can normally post news remotely via the Network Object or via the
TCP/IP servers, this is after all the purpose of the game. Now, if one
gives network access for one group, all groups are in principle accessible,
because the network object has SYSPRV privilege, and the TCP/IP tasks
run under SYSTEM. One can in principle restrict the access via TCP/IP
using the MULTINET CONFIGURE/SERVER or UCX SET SERVICE
commands. This is not possible with NCP or NCP as far as I know. This
can be implemented by changing the definition of the network object
to run a command file instead of just the image, and by checking the
source of the connection in the command file, before executing VAXNEWS-
DECNET.EXE.

One can in principle protect groups, provided their location is defined via a
logical name which is not known by the Network Object or by the SYSTEM
account. A Group logical name can do the job. Here again, the protection
relies on VMS, and then should be good. This is a brutal protection, as
then nobody can access the files from remote.
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2.6.5 Remote Management
The Remote Manager is allowed to perform operation in a given group.
In order to connect as a remote manager, the remote user should use the
VAXNEWS protocol, which he is unlikely to find if not using VAXNEWS.
VAXNEWS requires the user to be a local manager on his node, which
restricts strongly the candidates. Then, with the connect protocol, the
remote node send the cluster and username, and the local node check that
this matches the only name stored in the Group database. You have then
locally control on who is allowed to do remote management.

The commands available to the remote manager are described in
Section 5.3, and allows to display nodes and folder list, modify nodes
and folders parameters, create nodes and folders, and distribution lists.
This last case is the only one where files are created. The remote manager
can then never delete any thing, he can only add, or modify information.
The potential danger is then limited.

In case you suspect someone is doing illegal actions, you can enable
logging of the network activity, by defining ( /SYSTEM/EXEC ) the
logical VAXNEWS_LOG_SERVER to a non blank string. All activity
is then available in VAXNEWS$DAT:NETSERVER.LOG files. It
is then possible to install a veto on connection from this node in
NCP/NCL/MULTINET/UCX.

Notice that a malicious user can connect to the MAIL object or SMTP port
and mimic real messages, with all sorts of possible troubles.

2.6.6 NNTP and WWW server
These are oriented toward providing information to the external world. So
a remote access is really what you want. But you can restrict the visibility
of the information In several ways:

• You can hide a complete group by using the commands MODIFY
GROUP/NOWWW or /NONNTP, and in groups still visible you can
hide folders by MODIFY FOLDER / NONNTP or /NOWWW. This can
be restored with the non negated qualifier. The status is displayed by
the commands DIR/ GROUP and DIR/FOLDER/FULL

• You can restrict the list of hosts having access to your service by using
the MULTINET or UCX management tools.

• For NNTP, the server supports posting, but you have to specify from
which hosts a user can post. This is described in Section 4.12.3
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VAXNEWS uses many files. The purpose of the following sections is to
describe them, their usage and structure, how to create them and alter
their content.

VAXNEWS uses 4 databases for storing the GROUP, FOLDER, NODES
and USER information. Each folder consists of a pair of files, one for
the directory and one for the content. The 4 databases and each folder's
directory are keyed files allowing fast direct access to any record, provided
you know the keyword. The following sections will describe the content of
each file, their structure, and how a MANAGER can alter their content.

3.1 GROUP database
The GROUP database is the file VAXNEWS$DATH3ROURDATABASE.
The file is created during the first activation of VAXNEWS. It contains a
record for each group, and the key is the group name. The file has to be
readable by every user, but only the MANAGER needs write access. It is
created with world Read and Write access.

3.1.1 Content of one record
The record is the following:

.STRUCTURE / group_L<;cord /
CHARACTERM2 name
CHARACTER*80 area
CHARACTER*20 remot o_nianager
CHARACTERMO distribution
INTEGER def_prot
INTEGER flags
CHARACTER*40 Usenet_node

END STRUCTURE

Group name
File area. Usually a logical name
node+username of the only manager
Default distribution file, in 'area'
Default protection when creating a foi
Type of qroup: remote, Usenet

The various fields have the following usage:

• NAME : This is the group name. It can be usually referred to by the
smallest unambiguous truncation. Choose some meaningful name, like
the experiment name.

• AREA : This is the directory where the folder files belonging to this
group will be created. It is usually a logical name followed by a colon,
but can also contain a directory specification after a device name. This
is the main attribute of the group. All folder files of the group are
in the same area. This makes it easy to tailor the file access ( only
to members of a group, via VMS protection or an ACL ), to charge
the disk quota to a different account, etc. This attribute is defined
at creation time, it can be changed later on, but in this case existing
folder files have to be moved "by hand". If the area contains "::",
then this means that this is a REMOTE group. This is a read-only
group, where the user notification is not done when the news is posted,
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because the remote system does NOT know that you are looking at the
news. News notification ( Update of the system record in the USER
database ) is done when any user accesses a folder of this group. The
last posted news item number is updated in the system record, and
then every interested user will see that an unseen news exists in that
folder. This is intended for temporary tests, as it is easier to ask the
remote group manager to add your node on his distribution list.

• REMOTE MANAGER : This is the complete username with the syntax
NODE::USERNAME, where the "node" is the cluster node name, of the
single user who is able to perform remote management on this group.
This user is allowed to create and modify the folders of this group,
to add or modify node names, and to update distribution lists. See
Section 5.3 for details. If omitted, there is no remote manager, which
is the case for local groups.

• DISTRIBUTION : This is the name of the default distribution list for
all the folders created in this group. The distribution list is a file with
that name, extension .DIS, in the group area. The file contains one
name per line, and supports comment lines, see Section 4.12.1. If left
blank, the group is a local group, available only on the local node.

• DEF_PROT : This is the 16 bits mask used to define the file protection
when creating the folder files. They are defined by keywords in the
CREATE GROUP or MODIFY GROUP commands, and are described
in Table 3-1. The complete file access control can use an ACL also,
to tailor more precisely the access. The ACL is usually defined when
creating the directory, and is then automatically given to newly created
files.

Table 3-1

Keyword

Public

Read

Private

Possible protection

System

RWED

RWED

RWED

values

Owner

RWED

RWED

RWED

Group

RW

R

World

RW

R

• FLAGS : To indicate if this is a Remote group, or a Usenet group. This
also indicates if the group use unpacked folder files, a feature which
allows faster access, but uses more disk space, see Section 3.6.1.

• USENET_NODE : If not empty, specifies that the folders of this group
contain a local copy of news posted on a USENET news system. The
Internet address of this news system is specified on this line, and
is used by the command UPDATE to access the reference node, and
import the newly posted news item to the local node.

A first group is created during the first activation of VAXNEWS, with
group name VAXNEWS, Public access, area VAXNEWS$DAT:, and no
remote manager. This group is intended to receive the two standard
folders, created also during the first activation.
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3.1.2 GROUP handling commands
The commands related to GROUP database management are the following:

• DIR/GROUP : Displays the list of existing groups, with their various
attributes. This is a general command, every user can use it.

• CREATE GROUP : This command creates a new group, and specifies
the various attributes. They can be modified later on by the next
command. Only a MANAGER can issue the command.

• MODIFY GROUP : This command modifies one or several parameters
of the group. When modifying a non empty group, i.e. with existing
folders, you have to understand what are the consequences of your
change for the existing folders, as VAXNEWS will not automatically
propagate the change to the existing folders: Changing the default
distribution list or file protection is usually simple to propagate,
changing the area requires usually a copy or rename of the existing
folder files. The REMOTE status of the group is updated according to
the presence of a "::" in the area specification. Changing the USENET
status is impossible. Only a MANAGER can issue the command.

• REMOVE GROUP : This is to clean-up the database, or to delete all
folders of the group in one command. It is not very frequently used !
Only a MANAGER can issue the command.

3.2 FOLDER database
The FOLDER database is VAXNEWS$DAT:FOLDER_1.DATABASE,
which contains the description of all the folders in the system. The
number of folders is limited to 1024. This is restricted by the format
of the USER record, and can be easily increased if needed. A FOLDER is
a collection of news items. Folders are built of two files, see Section 3.5
and Section 3.6, and each folder belongs to one and only one GROUP. This
relation is built into the folder name, which starts by the group name,
followed by a period, followed by the rest of the folder name, which can
contain other periods. The folder name is this combination. However, the
group prefix can be omitted when referencing a folder in the same group
as the current folder in most commands, and for usual commands the
folder name can be truncated as long as it is unambiguous. For remote
management commands, the folder name must be specified WITHOUT the
group prefix.

The file has to be readable by every user, but every MANAGER ( local and
remote if any ) needs write access. It is created with world read and write
access.
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3.2.1 Content of one record
A record in the Folder database has two keys, the folder name and the
folder number, and contains the following information. Note that the
name and format were different for version of VAXNEWS below 3.8, and
are automatically converted by the release procedure.

HTFUl(TUHE / f o l d e r _ r e c o r d /
CHARACTER*40 name
INTKCER number
INTEClKR f l ag : :
CHARACTER*12 g r o u p
CHARACTER'-!O f i l e
CHARACTER*80 d e s c r i p t i o n
CHARACTERMO ri is t r i i m t ion
CHARACTERS 0 Usenet _nairie
BVTE dummy (2 (I)

END STRUCTURE

The folder name
Number
Flaaf; for options
Group of the folder
File name
.̂ hort folder description
Default distribution list
Usenet folder name
For future use

The various fields have the following usage:

• NAME : This is the complete folder name, including the group prefix
and the period.

• NUMBER : This is the folder number, starting with 0. This number is
used to handle the NOTIFY flag and LAST counters in the user record.
The order with which folders are scanned and unseen news displayed
at login time is the order of the folder number. When a new folder is
created, it receives the first free number. The last two numbers are
used by the default folders, created upon first activation of VAXNEWS.

• FLAGS : This contains bits specifying some properties of the folder.

• GROUP : This is the group the folder belongs to. This is extracted
from the name, and is reproduced here just for convenience.

• FILE : This is the name of the two folder files. This is usually identical
to the folder name, excluding the group prefix, but any period is
replaced by an underscore so that VMS will not complain. Notice
that the directory where these files are located is defined in the group
record.

• DESCRIPTION : This is the description of the folder content. The
text should be explicit enough, so that each user can decide if (s)he is
interested in reading this folder, and also decide if this is the correct
folder to add a given news to. Try to be short, so that the description is
readable with the command DIR/FOLDER on a 80 column terminal.

• DISTRIBUTION : This is the default distribution list for this folder.
This is usually the same as the group default distribution list. The
distribution list is a file with that name, extension .DIS, in the group
area. The file contains one name per line, and supports comment lines,
see Section 4.12.1. If the distribution is blank, the folder is a local
folder.

• USENET_NAME : If non blank, this name is use by the command
UPDATE For a USENET group, and as target folder when sending via
SMTP or NNTP. It can also contain the name of the Moderator of the
folder.
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Another attribute of the folder is the default NOTIFY flag, which specifies
if new users are by default interested in that folder. This information is
kept in the system record of the USER database.

Upon the first activation of VAXNEWS, the two folders VAXNEWS.TESTS
and VAXNEWS.RELEASE_NOTES are created, with the highest folder
number, and the second one with the default NOTIFY flag set. The first
one is intended to be a harmless target for tests, the second one receives
the release notes during the installation or update of the system.

3.2.2 FOLDER handling commands
The commands related to FOLDER database management are the
following :

• DIR/FOLDER : Displays the list of existing folders, with their various
attributes. This is a general command, every user can use it.

• CREATE FOLDER : This command creates a new folder, and specifies
the various attributes, which can be modified later on by the next
command. Only a MANAGER can issue this command, but folders can
also be created by the Remote Manager, see Section 5.3. Notice that
the two folder files ( See Section 3.5 and Section 3.6 ) are created by
this command.

• MODIFY FOLDER : This command modifies the parameters of a
folder, which means its group, name, description, default distribution
list, USENET name, Readonly status and default NOTIFY flag. Only
a MANAGER can issue this command, but the Remote Manager can
also modify a folder.

• REMOVE FOLDER : This command deletes completely a folder,
and destroys the folder files. To be used with care, and only by a
MANAGER.

3.3 NODES database
The NODES database is the file VAXNEWS$DAT:NODES_1.DATABASE
which contains the description of all nodes you can send news to. The
number of nodes is not limited. A node entry gives a name to a remote
machine/cluster, and describes how to reach the machine, which protocol to
use and so on. Note that the name and format were different for version
of VAXNEWS below 3.8, and are automatically converted by the release
procedure.

The file has to be readable by every user, but every MANAGER ( local and
remote if any ) needs write access. It is created with world Read and Write
access.
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3.3.1 Content of one record
A record in the nodes database has one key, the node name, and contains
the following information :

STRUCTURE / no<3e_rec-ord
CHARACTER* 2 (J name
CIiAFACTERMO a d d l o s p
HlTEGER t y p e
IMTEGER number
IHTEOER flaq.s
INTEGER dummy(2)

END STRUCTURE

External name
Address or network name
coded type, see below
internal number
Attributes of the node
for future use

PARAMETER node_type_l_,ora 1 - 0
PARAMETER node_type_dern<»r = 1
PARAMETER nod(?_type_'cp_ip - 2
PARAMETER node_l ype_MA I L. - 3
PARAMETER node_type_FiIo - 4
PARAMETER nodfi_type_ncL_romiTMnd - 5
PARAMETER node_type_KMTF - 6
PARAMETER norie_type_IINTP = 7

The various fields have the following meaning:

• NAME : This is the name you give to the node, the only thing which
the user has to know. The name will be used on the command line
of some commands, or in distribution lists to describe the list of
recipients.

• ADDRESS : Specifies the address of the node according to the TYPE
of the node. This can be the DECNET address, Internet address, or
MAIL address.

• TYPE : This is coded information, using one of the parameters listed
previously, which describes the transport mechanism used to reach
the node. Each mechanism is described in details in Chapter 4. The
meaning of the ADDRESS and NUMBER fields depends of the TYPE
of transport.

• NUMBER : This describes either a sub-address ( DECNET Network
Object number, TCP/IP port number ), or the format of the message for
the MAIL or FILE types. See also in Chapter 4 for possible values.

• FLAGS : This contains various flags specifying some properties of the
node. This is described in the Chapter 4.

Upon the first activation of VAXNEWS, a default node with name LOCAL
and type LOCAL is created. This dummy node is used when posting to
LOCAL, and can not be modified nor deleted !

Notice that for commands acting on a remote node, like ADD, COPY,
CORRECT, DELETE, MOVE, VAXNEWS will try to support an undefined
node, using DECNET transport protocol, object number 178, its name,
after stripping possible "::", as DECNET address. A message is always
issued in this case. This allows tests, but should not be used as a
permanent node description...
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3.3.2 NODES handling commands
The commands related to the NODES database management are the
following:

• DIR/NODE : Displays the list of existing nodes, with their attributes.
This is a general command, every user can use it.

• CREATE NODE : This command creates a new entry in the nodes
database. The various parameters should be specified. The transport
type is mandatory, it defines also which parameters are mandatory
and what is their default value. See Chapter 4 for details. Only a
MANAGER can use this command, but nodes can also be created by a
remote manager, see Section 5.3.

• MODIFY NODE : This command modifies an existing node, changing
one or several of its attributes. Only a MANAGER can use this
command, but nodes can also be modified by a remote manager.

• REMOVE NODE : This command removes an entry from the NODES
database. Only a MANAGER can use this command.

3.4 USER database
The USER database is the file VAXNEWS$DAT:USER.DATABASE
which describes the settings and keeps the last news item number seen in
each folder by every user of VAXNEWS. The database contains also a first
record, called the system record, which keeps track of global information.

The file has to be readable and writable by every user. It is created with
world Read and Write access on the first activation of VAXNEWS, together
with the three other databases.

The file is usually permanently open Write Shared by every user during
the whole VAXNEWS session. But as DFS does not support properly this
mode, an option is provided to have the file normally closed except when
needed, which is a bit slower. See Section 1.3.3.

3.4.1 Content of one record
A record in the USER database has one key, the user name, and contains
information on this user :

PARAHRTKH n b _ i M x _ f o l d e r s - 1023
.TI'IilJCTUPE / u s r r . t w o r i i /

("HARACTRR* 1?- riamp ! The u s e r name
1NTEC;KK*2 fldcjs ! Selections
JHTEfSFR*2 ncf_folii ! default folder
INTKGEH not i fy (():nb_mnx_foldors/32) ! Notify flags
IMTKGKR lost. (0:nb_mnx_foUîei P) '• l as t news item number per fold

KHI) CTPI JrTUFK
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The various elements are :

• NAME : This is the user name, taken from his Login account. One
special record exists, the system record, with a pseudo-user

for which the various fields have a slightly different meaning. Notice
that there may be also entry for lowercase names, they tag users
having SET NOTIFY IMAIL as explained in Section 2.1.3.1. Only the
name is used in this case.

• FLAGS : Each bit reflects an attribute, to be modified by some SET
command. These is the Manager, Header, and Clean flags. The user
who installs VAXNEWS on a system is by construction a MANAGER
He can then define other users as MANAGER with the command SET
USER I[NO]MANAGER. The other flags are altered by the user itself.

• DEF-FOLD : Defines the default folder number. If zero, then the
folder with the maximum number of news within the NOTIFY folders
is selected. If non zero, the folder with that number minus one is the
default folder.

• For the system record, FLAGS plus DEF_FOLD are combined to be a
counter used to give a unique number to news originating from this
system. This number becomes part of the MESSAGEJD field.

• NOTIFY : This is a bit string of 1024 bits, each bit corresponds to a
folder ( using the number of the folder ). This is the NOTIFY flag of
this folder, i.e. if set, the user is interested in news in that folder. For
the system record, this indicates which folders have the notify flag by
default, i.e. what will be the initial setting of a new user.

• LAST : One word per folder, contains ( for the NOTIFY folders only
) the last news item number seen. This is used to check which news
where not yet seen, by comparing with the system record. The system
record contains the number of the last news item posted for each
folder.

The USER database is created on the first activation of VAXNEWS.
The detection of the absence of this file triggers the creation of all the
previously mentioned databases. A new record is created automatically by
a new user running either VAXNEWS.EXE, VAXNEWS_READER.EXE or
VAXNEWS L0GIN.EXE.

3.4.2 USERS handling commands
The commands related to the USER database are the following:

• SHOW USER : Displays the content of the USER database, with
a counter for the number of NOTIFY folders and a counter for the
number of unseen news. It displays also the various flags and the
preferred folder. This is a general user command.

• SET HEADER : This modifies the FLAG variable and is used when
displaying a news item.
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• SET[NO]CLEAN : This modifies the FLAG variable and is used to
trigger a SET SEEN command when exiting.

• SET [NO]NOTIFY : This modifies the NOTIFY part of the user record.
This is a general user command.

• SET USER : This modifies the FLAG part of the specified user. Only
a MANAGER can issue this command.

• SET [NO]PREFERRED : This modifies the DEF_FOLD field, and
defines the folder when there is no unseen news.

• CREATE FOLDER or MODIFY FOLDER : These commands can
modify the NOTIFY part of the system record, and of every user record
if the folder is set to NOTIFY by default. Only a MANAGER can issue
this command.

• CREATE USER : Create an entry for a specified user. Normally, the
entry is created by the user when activating a VAXNEWS image.

• REMOVE USER : Deletes an entry in the database. Only a
MANAGER can issue this command.

3.5 FOLDER Directory file
Each folder consists of two files, a directory with one record per news item,
and the content file, which contains the text of the news. The directory file
is identified by the file type .FOLDER, the file name is the NAME field
of the folder record, which is usually the folder name excluding the group
prefix, with periods replaced by underscores, and the file directory is the
group area.

The directory file contains information for the Archived news and the
Active news. Every news item in the directory is accessible in the Archive
mode. The non expired items are also accessible in the Active mode by a
set of forward and backward pointers, so that there is no need to scan the
database to find the first, next, previous or last Active news. Notice that
the command ANALYSE allows to check these pointers, and optionally to
fix possible corruption of the chaining.

The directory file has to be readable by every user allowed to read the
news, and writable by every user allowed to add news and to update the
active status of a news. It is created with a default protection as specified
when creating the group, see Table 3-1 for possible values.

3.5.1 Content of one record
A record in the directory database has one integer key, the news item
number. The first record of the directory file ( with a zero key value ) is
the header of the folder, and contains global information:
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iW)CTlIRE / d i r e c t ory_he.id.-
INTEGER number
INTEGER ot i q i n
INTROKR f i rn i .
IMTRGFR In:;'
IMTFGKR I n "
IMTKCKR :;t <i! I
INTEGKR poin t
INTEOKK de lo t eri

r e c o r d number - 0
KiI: :I a r c h i v e news
Kirn: a c t i v e news i tem number
I.tin .ict iv«? news i tem number
Nunibor of t h e riext p o s t e d news
Pr*1*'1 b lock adcâress in t h e t e x t f i l e
Pointer in the free block

Î Number of de le ted e n t r i e s

KNII .'-.TRUCTURK

The various fields have the following meaning :

• NUMBER : The news item number, 0 for the directory header.

• ORIGIN : This is the first news item number in the folder.

• FIRST : This is the first non-expired news item number.

• LAST : This is the last non-expired news item number.

• FREE : This is the number the next posted news will have.

• START : This is the block number in the content file where the next
posted news item will be written.

• POINT : This is the offset in the block of the content file where the
next posted news item will start.

• DELETED : This is a counter of erased news item, used by the
COMPRESS command to detect that this folder must be compressed.

The other records, one per news item present in the folder, have the
following structure:

STRUCTURE / d i rec to iy_ent ry /

INTKGER number

INTEGER flags
INTEGER next
INTEGER prev
INTEGER s t a r t
INTEGER point

INTEGER nb_lines
INTHGER post_t ime(2)

INTEGER exp_time(2)
CHARACTER*80 authot

CHARACTER'S!) descript

ClIARACTER-*8O Path

CHARACTER*B0 messaae_JD

KND STRUCTURE

! normal record

News i tern number

Act i ve, ...

Number of the next active news

Number of the previous active news

Start record of the text file

Pointer in the record

Number of text lines.

VMS t. ime it was posted

When it will expire

Original sender name

Description

Message path

Message idc-nti t icat ion

The various fields have the following meaning :

• NUMBER : This is the news item number, starting from 1, in the
folder.

• FLAGS : If non zero, then the news item has expired, and then cau not
be seen in the Active mode of reading.

• NEXT : For active news, specifies the number of the next active news
item, or the next available news item number if this is the last active
news item of the folder. Contains zero for expired news.

• PREV : For active news, specifies the number of the previous non
expired news, or zero if this is the first active news item. Contains
zero for expired news.
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• START : Specifies the block number in the content file where the text
of the news item starts.

• POINT : Specifies the offset in the block of the content file where the
text of the news item starts.

• NB_LINES : The number of lines of the text of the news item.

• POSTJTIME : The time the news item was posted, using the 64 bits
VAX internal time format.

• EXPJTIME : The time the news item will expire, or has expired, using
the 64 bits VMS internal time format.

• AUTHOR : Name of the author of the news item. This is usually the
DECNET Mail address ( CLUSTER_NODE::USER ), or the Internet
name ( user@node.domain ), but can be any other identification. It can
contain also a personal name between parentheses.

• DESCRIPT : The subject of the news item.

• PATH : Describes the route taken by the message to reach the current
node. On the original node, the PATH is the node name, followed by
the string "!VAXNEWS!" followed by the user name. When a news is
received from another node, the name of the current node is appended
in front of the PATH, with an exclamation mark as separator.

• MESSAGEJD : A string which identifies uniquely the news item,
and which is identical on each node where this news item exists.
This MESSAGEJD is used to perform operations on the same news
at various nodes, and is used by the commands COPY, CORRECT,
DELETE, or MOVE.

3.5.2 FOLDER DIRECTORY handling commands
The directory file is altered by various commands, some are reserved to
the MANAGERS.

• ADD, COPY, MOVE : This is obviously adding an entry, with the
number given in FREE.

• DELETE, MOVE : This transforms an active entry to an expired one,
adjusting the next and previous pointers of the previous and next not
expired news items. If the entry was already archived, the entry is
physically deleted from the directory file and is irrecoverable.

• CORRECT : This changes the description and expiration date in the
directory record.

• ERASE : This deletes the record of selected news. Only a MANAGER
can issue this command.

• ARCHIVE : This expires selected news. Only a MANAGER can issue
this command.
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• COMPRESS : This command creates a new pair of folder files, thus
recovering disk space occupied by the erased news. Only a MANAGER
can issue this command.

It should be noted that the transformation of an active news item to an
expired one is done by any user which detects that the news item has
expired during any operation that accesses the news, like DIRECTORY,
provided the user has Write access to the folder directory file.

3.6 FOLDER Content file
Each folder consists of two files, a directory with one record per news
item, and the content file, which contains the text of the news items. The
content file is identified by the file type .CONTENT, the file name is the
NAME field of the folder record, usually the folder name excluding the
group prefix, with periods replaced by underscores, and the file directory is
the group area.

The file has to be readable by every user allowed to read the news, and
writable by every user allowed to add a news. It is created with a default
protection as specified when creating the group, see Table 3-1 for possible
values.

3.6.1 Content of one record
This file is accessed by record, each record being a 256 bytes block which
contains the packed text of the news. Each line of the news starts with
the number of bytes in the line ( thus limited to 255 ), followed by the
compressed line. A line with a zero length identifies the end of the news.
Empty lines are then transformed into lines with a single character, a
space. A TAB ( ASCII 09 ) is replaced by the number of spaces needed to
have a TAB stop every 8 columns. The line is compressed, to save disk
space, with the following algorithm:

1 Each character with ASCII code below 3, or greater than 127, is
replaced by a 00 byte, followed by the original character.

2 When there is a single space followed by another normal character, the
space is suppressed, and the highest bit of the next character is set.

3 When there are several consecutive spaces, the whole string is replaced
by the two byte sequence : 01, number of spaces.

4 When there are more than 2 consecutive identical characters, the
whole string of identical characters is replaced by the 3 bytes sequence:
02, the character code, the number of identical characters in the
sequence.

This method allows to reduce the file size by about 30 %, without too much
penalty as the unpacking is done only when displaying the text of the
news. Notice that this packing can be suppressed if the group the folder
belongs to is created with the /UNPACKED qualifier.
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3.6.2 FOLDER CONTENT handling commands
The content file is modified by the following commands:

• ADD, COPY, MOVE : This obviously adds text at the end of the
existing text. A news item does not start in a new record, but just
after the last line ( the zero length line ) of the previous news item.

• COMPRESS : This command creates a new pair of folder files,
thus recovering disk space occupied by erased news items. Only a
MANAGER can issue this command.

3.7 Trouble shooting
Several problems can occur with the files manipulated by VAXNEWS. This
section attempts to describe them, and suggests how to fix them. You may
encounter other problems. If so, please report them to VXCERN::CALLOT
or callot@vxcrna.cern.ch so that they can be fixed or documented for the
next release.

3.7.1 Access conflicts
The four databases, and the two folder files, are usually open in
READONLY and SHARED mode, so that many users can access them at
the same time. The USER database is usually open SHARED VTRITE, as
each user accesses only its record. However, when a file must be modified,
the access can not be shared, as several records have to be modified so the
whole file should be locked. In this case, one has to wait until nobody else
is accessing the file before being able to open the file with write access. So
each OPEN statement is a loop, waiting for the file to be available. The
loop exits after about 10 seconds, and an error message is issued.

Access restriction on SHARED files is done at the record level, where only
one user can have access to a record at a time. Each READ statement is
then in a loop, waiting for the requested record not to be locked. However,
it may happen that a process locks a record forever, because it is in a very
strange state. In this case, the loop exits after about 10 seconds, and an
error message is issued.

3.7.1.1 Prevention of the problem
In order to prevent this problem of file or record locking, the following
rules are followed in the code:

• Ctrl-Y is disabled when a file is open. This prevents a user from
keeping a file locked for an indefinite amount of time if (s)he types
Ctrl-Y.

• The files are closed when an Input/Output operation is performed on
the screen, to prevent file locking if the user holds the screen.
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Notice that the USER database is permanently open SHARED, as every
user needs Write access, so the file can be permanently open in Write
mode. It should be noted that DFS, a DEC software to remote mount a
disk, does not support the locking at the record level. In this case, one
must define the logical VAXNEWS_CLOSE_USER_FILE to a non blank
value ( see Section 1.3.3 ) to force VAXNEWS to close the user file when no
operation is expected on it. If not, VAXNEWS will fail for other users, as
the user database is completely locked by each user.

3.7.1.2 Possible fixes
If the problem persists, you should try to identify the process locking the
file or the record, and destroy the process to free the file. One tool is the
command

!3HOW U E V I C E / P J L E VAXNEWGSDAT:

which displays on the current node all the processes accessing the files on
this disk. Check for a process in a fancy state, like RWAST. Remember to
check on every node of your cluster. You can then try to kill the presumed
faulty process, using the command

STOP/ID-xxxxxzx

or, for a DECNET network object, which has a process name like
VAXNEWS_xxxx, with NCP commands :

$ MCR HCf
CHOW KNOW LINK
DISCONNECT MMK xxx ! xxx is t.he link number of the faulty process

If you do not succeed in killing the process, it may be worth creating a
copy of the file, so that VAXNEWS operations can continue. The command
is

BACKUPZrGNORE=INTERLOCK VAXNEWRSDAT:fiIe.type *

where FILE/TYPE is the name of the faulty file. Please report the
problem to VXCERN::CALLOT or callot@vxcrna.cern.ch with all possible
information on the incident.

3.7.2 Disk quota exceeded
The various files used by VAXNEWS are created by a user, and are owned
by this user or by a resource ID. Then, when groups, folders, users, nodes
or news are created, the corresponding files are extended, and the new
used blocks are accounted to the owner of the file. After some time, the
quota of this user can be exceeded, and then the operation can fail.

The fix is very simple: Increase the quota of the user ! A next step may be
to erase obsolete news, and then compress the files. This will eventually
reduce the needed quota, but as the compression creates a copy of the file,
you need more disk space and quota for this operation !

You may install a regular clean-up of your files: In a regular job, every
night or week, add the following commands:
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S Run VAXNEWS$DI R .-WiXNEWS
OTT FOLDER qroup.folder ! Selert a folder
ARCHIVE/BEFORE^15 > Archive news posted since 15 days
ERA;;E/REFORE-30 ! Delete those older than 30 days
SET FOLDER group2. folder i Same thing, on a whole group this time
ARCHIVE/BEFORE^ 1 b /Cl-OUi-
ERASE/BEFORE= 3 0/OI«mr
COMPRESS ! Compress and retrieve disk space
KXIT

3.7.3 Problems with news chaining
When you do not see a news you have recently posted, never deleted and
which should be still active, then you may suspect a corruption of the chain
of pointers allowing to access active news. This can be easily checked by
the command ANALYSE, who can also optionally fix the problem. Notice
that some of the problems are automatically detected when accessing a
folder, when the chaining of active news reaches an expired news. In this
case, VAXNEWS exits immediately, with a message suggesting the user to
contact his system manager. A VAXNEWS manager must then run, inside
VAXNEWS, the command ANALYSE /REPAIR /FOLDER= .
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VAXNEWS can be used as a local news system, or bulletin board. But this
uses only part of the possibilities of the system, as VAXNEWS is intended
to receive news from other nodes on the network. An important ingredient
is the description of the nodes, held in the nodes database, which describe
how to send to other systems. Before describing the various protocols, it is
worthwhile discussing general problems.

4.1 Selecting the node name
The name of the node in the VAXNEWS database is not related to any
other name like DECNET or INTERNET addresses. This is a maximum
20 characters string, uppercase only, name without any space. You
should avoid special characters, but this is not mandatory, just makes
it more difficult to use on a command line. It is recommended to choose
a meaningful name, so that user can understand where the news are
sent. You can use the institution or university name, the city name, or the
DECNET or part of the INTERNET node name. There is no filtering on
strange characters, so AAAA and AAAA:: are different VAXNEWS nodes.
As nodes are usually members of a communication group, the management
is easier if the same real node is described by the same VAXNEWS node
name of every node in a group. But nothing prevents from accessing the
same physical node by different entries in the node database. For use in
an experiment, the node can be referred to by the institution name, and
for use on a campus network by its department name or DECNET address.

4.2 Network topology
Basically, VAXNEWS uses a fan-out mechanism when sending the news.
The sender tries to post on each target node, one after the other. All the
nodes are at the same level, and each one tries to send to all the others.
This works perfectly well as long as the various nodes are on the same
network, e.g. all reachable directly via DECNET. And as long as all the
nodes are VAXNEWS nodes. More complex topologies can be used, but
require some care, to avoid loops in the distribution.

VAXNEWS will refuse to post on a node if the node is already in the Path.
The Path is updated by each node receiving the news, the node name
being added as first characters of the path, followed by a "!". This should
completely prevent loops, but does not prevent duplicates if the news
arrives via two different pathes.
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4.2.1 Routers
A first problem is to interface VAXNEWS to non VMS systems. Bridges
can be built to IBM/VM using the INTERLINK software and the FILE
transport type, and to the UNIX world using SMTP or NNTP. As news can
also be received by a server task from these systems, and as these systems
can also talk directly to each other, one should take a decision to avoid
loops. The VAXNEWS method is the following:

• News created by VAXNEWS are identified clearly by the MessageJD
and the Path, which contain a fixed string at an easy to find position.

• News received from "outside" will NOT be routed to a non VAXNEWS
node, as we suppose that the other news systems talk together

• Outside nodes are called Router, and identified as such in the nodes
database.

Correct identification of the routers is then a fundamental tool to avoid
loops.

4.2.2 Forward
This allows two VAXNEWS systems on different networks to exchange
news. Suppose NODE_1 is only on DECNET, NODE_2 only on TCP/IP,
and NODE_3 on both. NODE_1 can not send to N0DE_2. But NODEJl
can ask N0DE_3 to send to N0DE_2. This is possible, and requires a
correct description of NODE_2 in NODE_1 database: The name will be
the one of N0DE_2, but the address the one of N0DE_3, together with
the Forward flag. When receiving the message, N0DE_3 will send it (
with a batch job ) to N0DE_2. The constraints are that the node name
of N0DE_2 is the same on NODE_1 and NODE_3, and that the NODE_3
receiver can create a batch job.

Note: The result of the Batch job is only available in the log file of the
network task on the intermediate node. The sender knows only
that the batch job was successfully submitted. It is then difficult
to diagnose failures, like unauthorized Batch access or exceeded
disk quota, which will not create log files.

4.2.3 Distribute
This allows a VAXNEWS system to pass all the load of sending on another
system. In the database of NODE_1, we have a node name, say AAAA,
described as a distribution. The address is the one of N0DE_2. and the
Distribute flag is set. When NODE_2 receive the request, it looks for a
distribution list file 'AAAA' in the group area, and then post via a batch
job to this distribution list. NODE_1 has then only sent to one node, and
does not need to know anything about the other nodes in the system.

Note: The result of the Batch job is only available in the log file of the
network task on the intermediate node. The sender knows only
that the batch job was successfully submitted. It is then difficult
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to diagnose failures, like unauthorized Batch access or exceeded
disk quota, which will not create log files.

4.2.4 Connection to IBWWM
Connection to IBM systems running VM/CMS is done usually using the
INTERLINK connection, which allows to write a file in the reader of a
VM machine. The FILE transport mechanism is intended for that and
described in Section 4.9. Receiving from IBM systems is usually done by
the IBM writing a file in a publicly writable area. A dedicated batch job
runs at regular interval, scans the area and process the file for posting on
the VAXNEWS network. This is how CERNVM is connected to VAXNEWS
at CERN. The mapping between IBM group and VAXNEWS folders is
done in the subroutine USER_UPDATE_HEADER, or using the /USENET
qualifier for the folder, as described in Section 1.3.4.

4.2.5 Connection to Unix
Sending to Unix is done with the SMTP protocol, as described in
Section 4.6, or NNTP protocol, as described in Section 4.7. As VAXNEWS
folders and Unix newsgroup may be different, one can associate to each
folder the name of the corresponding Unix newsgroup. Receiving from
Unix is usually done by Unix sending a Mail to a dedicated Vax account,
and a batch jobs scans the mail and process the request. It can also be
done by the Vaxnews NNTP server if the posting option is enabled for this
node. The mapping between Unix newsgroup and VAXNEWS folders is
done in the subroutine USER_UPDATE_HEADER, or using the /USENET
qualifier for the folder as described in Section 1.3.4.

4.3 Transport mechanisms
Several transport mechanisms can be used to send and receive news
from various nodes. The rest of this chapter will describe the supported
mechanisms in some detail. It is important to notice that the operations
which can be performed over the network can be classified in two classes:

1 Adding and Deleting a news. This is supported by all transport
mechanisms.

2 COPY, CORRECT, MOVE and Remote management are only possible
with the DECNET and TCP/IP transport mechanisms, and not
working for FORWARD and DISTRIBUTE nodes

You should then try to use either DECNET or TCP/IP transport
mechanisms, as they offer the most complete range of services. The
rest should be reserved for connection to non-VAXNEWS systems, or
nodes not on DECNET nor on Internet... Table 4-1 gives the supported
mechanisms, as they should be specified when creating or modifying the
NODES database.
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TaMe 4-1 Supported transport mechanist

Remote

Transport mont ExptaiuptiOfM

LOCAL

OECNET

TCPJP

SMTP

MAIL

FILE

DCL

NNTP

Yes
Yes

Local node, no network operation.

OECNET network object, see Section 4.4

TCP/IP server, see Section 4.5

SMTP message, see Section 4.6

Message via Mail, see Section 4.8

Creation of a file, see Section 4.9

Run a DCL command file, see Section 4.10

NNTP message, see Section 4.7

Note: If a node is not in the database, even after striping possible V
at the end, then we temporarily define it as DECNET transport,
number 178 and address identical to its name. This generates also
an error message, but allows to test connection to remote nodes
easily.

4.4 DECNET operations
This is the simplest and most commonly available transport mechanism,
as it requires only VMS and DECNET. However, it requires also that
all the nodes are reachable directly by DECNET, which is not always
the case. The basic principle is that a Network Object, defined in the
NCP/NCL database, is activated when a remote node wants to perform an
operation, e.g. add a news, on your node. The remote VAXNEWS and the
Network Object are then exchanging messages, with all the information
needed, like the news author, subject, expiry time, and text. When the
operation is completed on your node, a completion message is sent, and
the link is closed by the remote node. You can always send from your node
using this transport mechanism, even if you have not defined a Network
Object. This object is needed only to receive.

The entry in the nodes database specifies the transport as DECNET, the
DECNET name ( or the DECNET number as 1024 * area + number ) in
the ADDRESS field, and the Network Object Number in the NUMBER
field.
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4.4.1 Network Object Installation
The Network Object is defined and installed during the initial installation
procedure by the command file INSTALL_VAXNEWS.COM ( see
Section 1.1.4.1 ). Basically, it assigns the execution of the image
VAXNEWS$DIR:VAXNEWS_DECNET.EXE to a given network object,
usually 178. The username under which the image runs is usually a
dedicated account, with no interactive access. No special privileges are
needed, as the image is installed with SYSPRV, so that it can access and
write files in the various group area. This username must also have a
valid login area, with some quota of his own, as this is needed to open
scratch files. The best way is of course to use the standard installation
procedure.

If the node is used for Forward or Distribute operations, log files will
accumulate in the login area, and eventually block the system, due to an
exceeded disk quota. You must then do some clean-up from time to time.

4.4.2 DECNET protocol

4.4.2.1 Object activation
When a remote node tries to activate your DECNET object, it opens a file
with the syntax node::"nnn*", where "node" is your DECNET node name
or node number, and "nnn" is the DECNET object number. You can check
that your Network Object is well defined by issuing the DCL command :

S OI'EN aaa node: : "nnn="

The open statement should not produce any error. If you have some
error, your Network Object installation is incorrect, and has to be fixed,
according to the diagnostic :

• NETWORK OBJECT UNKNOWN : The network object with that
number is either not defined ( check with $ MCR NCP SHO OBJ
VAXNEWS CHAR or $MCR NCL SHOW SESSION CONTROL
APPLICATION VAXNEWS ), or defined with an unknown logical
name, meaning that VAXNEWS$DIR is not system defined. Check
that also.

• LOGIN FAILURE : The username-password specified in NCP does
not correspond to a valid username-password. This occurs if you
change the password of the dedicated account created by INSTALL-
VAXNEWS.COM, or if you redefine the network object incorrectly. You
can not have Password problems with NCL, but the account may have
become invalid for login.

• OTHER : Please report to VXCERN::CALLOT or callot@vxcrna.cern.ch
if you do not understand the message.
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Notice that the network object may be activated with a different
Username, if you have a PROXY login on the remote node. In this case,
you may fail from a local account, having a PROXY login to the target
node which can not access some files or do not have the logical name
definition, while another user will succeed if he has no PROXY login. The
remote node must then disable explicitly the PROXY login for VAXNEWS
by the following commands:

$ HCR NCP
DEFINE OBJECT VAXNEWS PROXY HONE
SET OBJECT VAXNEWS PROXY NOME
EXIT

This is done by the installation procedure, but from version 3.6 only. This
is also done for NCL.

4.4.2.2 Communication protocol
When the Network Object is activated, it sends back to the remote node an
acknowledge message, meaning tbat it is ready to work. The remote node
then sends the command, with the requested parameters, and waits for
the completion message. The network object performs the requested task,
and responds with the status, either the last error message or an "OK"
string. The remote node then closes the link, and the Network Object
exits. The recognised commands in the network protocol are described in
the table Table 4-2. These are the commands received by the network
object, not the commands typed by the user.

Table 4 - 2 Network commands

Command Arguments Purpose

ADD none. Header and text follows in
the next messages, and ends with a
predefined text.

FORWARD node name. Then like ADD.

DISTRIB group distributionjist. Then like
ADD.

CONNECT Group Username

CORRECT Folder MessageJD hexa_date
description

DELETE Folder MessageJD

COPY Folder MessageJD TargetJolder

Adds the specified news to the target node. The header
and the text are specified using the protocol described in
Section 4.11.1.

Request the receiver to create a batch job to send the
news at the specified node name. Header and text as in
the ADD command.

Request the receiver to create a batch job to send the
news to the specified distribution list of the specified
group. Header and text as in the ADD command.

Begins a remote management session. The group is
specified, together with the NODE::USERNAME of the
manager. The allowed sub-commands are described in
Section 5.3.

Corrects the specified entry with the specified expiration
date, in hexadecimal notation, and the specified
description.

Deletes the specified news from the specified folder. The
news is specified using the MESSAGEJD field, which is
by construction unique and identical on all nodes.

copies the message with MESSAGEJD from the original
folder to the target folder.
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Table 4-2 (Cont) Network command*

Command Arguments Purpose

MOVE Folder MessageJD Targetjokter moves the message with MESSAGEJD from the original
folder to the target folder, which is equivalent to a COPY
followed by DELETE

The remote node sends its command, followed by the header and the news
in the case of the ADD, FORWARD or DISTRIBUTE commands, and
then waits for a reply. If the reply starts with "OK ", then the operation
was successful. Else, this is an error message, which explains why the
operation failed. This should be self-explanatory.

4.5 TCP/IP operations
This transport mechanism relies either on the MULTINET implementation
or on the DEC UCX implementation of the TCP/IP communications
software. A basic requirement is that this software is available on your
system! This is tested by the CONFIGURE_VAXNEWS.COM command
file, which will propose to use MULTINET if MULTINET:MULTINET_
SOCKET_LIBRARY.EXE is found on your node. If not, it will propose
UCX if SYS$LIBRARY:IPC.OLB is found on your node, or if you have a
license for DECJJCX, which is UCX version 3 on AXP. If one of them was
found, then you are able to send to any node on the Internet network,
provided the target node has installed the VAXNEWS server correctly, and
provided you have linked VAXNEWS with the corresponding option. See
Section 1.3.1 for specifying these options. The operation is very similar to
the DECNET operation.

The entry in the nodes database specifies the transport as TCPJP, the
Internet name or number like xx.xx.xx.xx in the ADDRESS field, and the
Port Number in the NUMBER field.

4.5.1 MULTINET Server Installation
The Multinet Server is defined and installed during the initial installation
procedure by the command file INSTALL_VAXNEWS.COM ( see
Section 1.1.4.1 ). Basically, it assigns the execution of the image
VAXNEWS$DIR:VAXNEWS_MULTINET.EXE to a given port number,
defined in the initial installation and which is usually 1789. The task
MULTINET_SERVER detects the incoming request for this port number,
and then activates the image, which runs as a detached process, under
the same account as the MULTINET.SERVER task, usually SYSTEM,
with all privileges enabled. The best way to define this server is to use the
INSTALL_VAXNÉWS procedure.

4.5.2 UCX Server Installation
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4.5.2.1 UCX Version 1
The UCX server is a task running permanently on your system. A
command file VAXNEWS$DIR:START_UCX_SERVER.COM is built by
the installation procedure, and should be added in the system startup, so
that the task is always running. If the task is not run, you can still send
using TCP/IP protocol, but can not receive news from other nodes.

4.5.2.2 UCX Version 2 and 3
The UCX service database describe the known services, like with
MULTINET. When a connection is requested for the VAXNEWS service,
a task running the VAXNEWS-UCX image is created, process the
connection, and then exit when the connection is finished. This tasks
runs under SYSTEM, with all privileges. The service should as usual be
denned using the INSTALL_VAXNEWS procedure.

4.5.3 TCP/IP protocol
The remote node sends a request for activating the selected port
number. In the MULTINET case, your MULTINET_SERVER task
answers the request, and starts running in a detached process the image
VAXNEWS$DIR:VAXNEWS_MULTINET.EXE .

In the case of UCX Version 1, the VAXNEWSJJCX task waits permanently
for a request on this port. As this is a single task, the connected operation
has to complete before another connection request can be answered.

For UCX Version 2 or more, a central server waits for requests, and then
runs the image VAXNEWS_UCX in a detached processed, like in the case
of MULTINET.

Commands are received, processed and answered as for the DECNET
protocol, in fact this is the same code, just using a different transport
layer. The creator of the connection can receive several messages:

• ERROR CREATING TCP/IP SOCKET : This is returned by the TCP/IP
socket routine, and is an indication that TCP/IP is not properly
working on your node.

• INVALID NODE NAME xxxx : The name is unknown, or the Internet
address is invalid. Check the values and update your Multinet or UCX
database or your NODES database.

• TCP/IP CONNECT ERROR : The remote node hasn't accepted your
connect request. Either it is not reachable or down, or the port number
is not denned.

• TCP/IP NOT AVAILABLE : Your local VAXNEWS was linked with the
dummy TCP/IP interface. Check that TCP/IP is properly installed,
run again the CONFIGUREJVAXNEWS command file, which defines
how you want to link VAXNEWS, then run the BUILD.VAXNEWS
command file, and re-install the images.
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When a VAXNEWS_MULTINET or VAXNEWS.UCX tasks is activated,
it sends back to the remote node an acknowledge message, meaning that
it is ready to work. The remote node then sends the commands, with the
requested parameters, and waits for the completion message. The task
performs the requested action, and responds with the status, either the
last error message or an "OK" string. The remote node then closes the
link, which forces the MULTINET task to exit or the UCX task to wait
for another connection request. The recognised commands in the network
protocol are described in Table 4-2. These are the commands received via
the network, not the commands typed by the user.

4.6 SMTP operations
This transport mechanism is intended to send news to the Unix world.
The mechanism and the coding are directly acceptable by the standard
Unix mailer. If the recipient is a script interface to the Unix news system,
like at CERN, this allows to post news. As this transport uses TCP/IP,
it requires that the MULTINET ot the UCX software is available on the
sender node. As the receiver is not a VMS system running YAXNEWS
( because in this case you should have chosen the TCP/IP mechanism ),
the way to receive and process this message will not be described here.
The messages exchanged conform to the SMTP mechanism as specified in
RFC 821. Please refer to that document for a complete description of the
protocol.

The entry in the nodes database specifies the transport as SMTP, the
remote user address as "user@node.domain", where node.domain can be
an Internet name or an Internet address, in the ADDRESS field. The
NUMBER field is ignored, and forced to the SMTP port number, 25.

The possible error messages are identical to those of the TCP/IP
mechanism while opening the connection. During the exchange of
messages, any error is reported on the screen as received from the target
node. This should be self-explanatory.

This transport mechanism supports only the ADD and DELETE
commands. Remote management and COPY/CORRECT/MOVE are not
possible. Notice that the folder name can be converted to a newsgroup
name by using the USENET field of the folder record.

4.7 NNTP operations
This transport mechanism is intended to send news to the Unix world.
The mechanism and the coding is a direct connection to the news server.
As this transport uses TCP/IP, it requires that the MULTINET ot the UCX
software is available on the sender node. As the receiver is not a VMS
system running VAXNEWS ( because in this case you should have chosen
the TCP/IP mechanism ), the way to receive and process this message will
not be described here. The messages exchanged conform to the NNTP
mechanism as specified in RFC 977. Please refer to that document for a
complete description of the protocol.
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The entry in the nodes database specifies the transport as NNTP, the
remote user address as node.domain which can be an Internet name or an
Internet address, in the ADDRESS field. The NUMBER field is ignored,
and forced to the NNTP port number, 119.

The possible error messages are identical to those of the TCP/IP
mechanism while opening the connection. During the exchange of
messages, any error is reported on the screen as received from the target
node. This should be self-explanatory.

This transport mechanism supports only the ADD and DELETE
commands. Remote management and COPY/CORRECT/MOVE are not
possible. Notice that the folder name can be converted to a newsgroup
name by using the USENET field of the folder record.

4.8 MAIL operations

4.9 FILE operations

This transport mechanism is intended to reach either human readers,
who are alone on a small computer, or systems on other networks, like
BITNET, which can be reached using mail routers. One such router is the
CERN gateway DXMINT, with DECNET address 22.435. The transport
mechanism is then standard DECNET Mail, at least until the router,
and the message content is formatted according to one of the protocols
described in Section 4.11. The MAIL callable interface is used, so that
failure can be recognised, and information saved for later recovery.

If the target node runs VAXNEWS, there is an easy way to receive the
MAIL and to add it in the local VAXNEWS folders. A simple batch job,
resubmitting itself, running the following two lines will do the job:

$ Run VAXHEWSSDIR:VAXNEWS

I1ROCKSS MATL

The entry in the nodes database specifies the transport as MAIL, the
remote user MAIL address in the ADDRESS field. The NUMBER field
specifies which of the protocols described in Section 4.11 is used to code
the header.

This transport mechanism supports only the ADD command, and the
DELETE command with header protocol 1. Remote management and
COPY/CORRECT/MOVE are not possible.

This transport mechanism is intended to reach IBM VM systems connected
via the INTERLINK box, which makes the IBM node appear like a
DECNET node. One can then write a file to a pseudo-DECNET address
which is the reader of a service machine, which will process the news and
post it on the IBM news system.

It has been noticed that the INTERLINK system has a problem with
certain files, namely that the file is not completely copied with an error
on the CLOSE statement. When this occurs for a given file, it will always
occur for the same file. However, this can be cured usually by changing
slightly the file content, for example by doubling each blank line. This
fix is included in the transport mechanism, i.e. if there is an error on
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CLOSE, then the copy is attempted again but each encountered blank line
is duplicated. This usually avoids several incomplete message being send
by the RECOVERY command or the Server tasks, and received by the
remote node.

The entry in the nodes database specifies the transport as FILE, the file
specification is given in the ADDRESS field. The NUMBER field specifies
which of the protocols described in Section 4.11 is used to code the header.

This transport mechanism supports only the ADD command, and the
DELETE command with header protocol 1. Remote management and
COPY/CORRECT/MOVE are not possible.

4.10 Special DCL operations
This is foreseen for development and tests of new protocols. The
mechanism is to spawn a command file, with all the arguments needed
to send a news item. The completion status of the command file is taken
as the operation result. The command file is called with the following
arguments:

Table 4-3 Arguments of the DCL mechanism

Parameter Content

PI This is the node name, i.e. the name of the NODES database entry,

may be useful to know where to send.

P2 This is the name of the file which contains the text of the news.

P3 This is the PATH

P4 This contains the author name

P5 This contains the folder name

P6 This contains the description of the news item.

P7 This contains the ASCII posting date, in VMS format.

P8 This contains the ASCII expiry date, in VMS format.

The entry in the nodes database specifies the transport as DCL, the
command file specification ( without the "@" ) is given in the ADDRESS
field. The NUMBER field is not used.

This transport mechanism supports only the ADD command. Remote
management and COPY/CORRECT/DELETE/MOVE are not possible.

4.11 Header protocols
When using the MAIL or the FILE transport mechanisms, you can choose
the way the header of the news item, containing the author, subject, path,
expiry date, ... is encoded. The first one is used internally by VAXNEWS
when communicating between nodes, or to store the recovery information.
The second one was needed to connect to the CERN IBMA7M news system
called XNEWS, and the third one is the backward compatibility mode with
previous versions of the system. Other protocols can be added if needed.
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4.11.1 Protocol 1 : RFC 822 Header
The basis of the protocol is the following: The first part of the file contains
the header, then an empty line, then the text of the message. The header
consists of a keyword, starting in column 1, followed by a colon and a
space, followed by the keyword value. Unknown keywords are ignored.
The supported keywords are:

• Node: Specifies a target node. Used only internally by VAXNEWS in
recovery files.

• Control: Specifies a control operation. The only one supported
is "cancel <message_ID>" used to delete the specified message in
the specified folder. This tag is recognised only in the PROCESS
command, and is sent when a news has to be deleted with the MAIL,
FILE, NNTP and SMTP transport mechanisms.

• Newsgroups: Specifies the folder into which the message should be
posted.

• From: Specifies the author of the message.

• Subject: Specifies the description of the news item.

• Date: Specifies the date the news item was posted.

• Expires: Specifies the expiry date of the news item.

• Message-Id: Specifies the MESSAGEJD of the news item.

• Path: Specifies the PATH of the message.

• Options: System Specifies that this is a system message

• References: Specifies a reference Message ID, and is used only when
sending via REPLY/NEWS.

Notice that dates are usually specified in ASCII using standard VMS
time syntax ( DD-MMM-YYY hh:mm:ss.cc ), but are specified as Unix
time ( dd Mmm yy hh:mm:ss ) when sending using NNTP or SMTP, and
are accepted in both codings ( including possible week day and time zone
specification for the Unix time ) on input of the command PROCESS.

4.11.2 Protocol 2 : XNEWS Header
The basis of the protocol is that each line starts with an 8 characters
keyword, and a special keyword signals the end of the header. The text
of the news item follows. Unknown keywords are ignored. The valid
keywords are:

• .cm CAT: Specifies the folder into which the news item should be
posted.

• .cm A/R: Specifies the author of the news item.

• .cm EXP: Specifies the description of the news item.

• .cm DAT: Specifies the date the news item was posted, using IBM
syntax, i.e. YY/MM/DD, without hour specification.
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• .cm XDT: Specifies the date the news item will expire, using the IBM
syntax, i.e. YY/MM/DD, without hour specification. The news item
will expire at 23:59:59.

• .cm MID: Specifies the MESSAGEJD of the news item.

• .cm PAT: Specifies the PATH of the news item.

• .cm END: Specifies that this was the last header element, and that
the following lines are the body of the news item.

4.11.3 Protocol 3 : Old xxNEWS Header
This protocol was used by previous versions of the system. Each line starts
with a keyword, followed by the value. The keywords have to be given in
the specified order, but some may be missing, as all were not implemented
in previous versions of the system. The text of the news item starts after
the last keyword.

• NODES: Special case, present only in recovery files. The following
lines, until the next keyword, are node specifications, one per line.

• FOLDER: Specifies the folder into which the news item should be
posted.

• USERNAME: Specifies the author of the news item.

• POSTED: Specifies the date the news item was posted, using Vax
ASCII syntax DD-MMM-YYY HH:MM:SS .

• DATE: Specifies the expiry date with the same syntax.

• MESSJD: Specifies the MESSAGEJD of the news item.

• PATH: Specifies the PATH of the news item.

• SUBJECT: Specifies the subject of the news item.

4.12 Other network information
Some other information on the network operation of VAXNEWS is given
here.

4.12.1 Distribution lists
A distribution list is a file with extension .DIS located in the group
directory, which contains a list of nodes and/or of other distribution lists.
This list is associated to one or several folders, and each time a news
is added in this folder, it is added to every node in the distribution list,
except if otherwise specified by the command. More precisely, each line in
the distribution list is either a comment line, identified by an exclamation
mark in column 1, or a node name, optionally followed by a comment,
separated by at least one space, or a distribution list name, prefixed by a
"@" and optionally followed by a comment, separated by at least a space.
Notice that this implies that the node name does NOT contain any space.
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Notice also that the local node is not included by default in the list, as it
may already exist with another name.

Distribution lists are usually maintained by a remote manager, which
updates the distribution lists of his group from a master location. An
example of distribution list is:

! Thirî îr, a cormrir̂ iit., ::iiowinq foiumn 1

fJOI»K î a norinril riorîc, i-;i*h /a coimiiont:
Oti i rït a r^oonrïnry d i nt r i but ion 1 ir;t.
n<«U>_2

4.12.2 The VAXNEWS server task

4.12.2.1 Description of the server task
As network access to every node is not available all the time, it is very
important to have a system to ensure delivery of each news item to
all the target nodes. A first step is the detection of the transmission
failure, which is done during the ADD operation. A second step is to save
the necessary information, so that other attempts are easy to perform.
This is the purpose of the recovery files and the RECOVER command.
However, this relies on the good will of the author, and that is not
foolproof. Therefore, an automatic mechanism, called the server task,
is available. The principle is very simple; if every user can send the
recovery information to a common location, then a task run at regular
intervals can automatically perform the recovery operation. This requires
of course a world writable area where to collect the recovery files. This
area must be available almost at all times. This requires also that every
node you try to send to is also known on the node where the server task
runs. Such an area exists on VXCERN, where a server task runs every
hour or so to process recoveries.

4.12.2.2 Specification of a server task
In order to specify that a server task exists, you should describe it in
the file OPTIONS.LIST, as described in Section 1.3.2. The default option
created by the release procedure specifies the VXCERN server:

5HRVER_I-' I r,E VXCEKN : : VAXNEW5 . *_NEWf:
.':r:nvHH_u:;i--R VXCKRN: :VAXNEW.<;

When a failure occurs while adding a news item, the information is first
saved locally. When the ADD operation completes, the entire information
is ready, and an attempt is made to copy the information to the SERVER_
FILE area. If successful, the local file is destroyed, and we rely on the
server task to complete the job. If the copy can not be done, the local file is
kept, and the author will have to recover it himself. Notice that the same
logic applies while recovering, i.e. the copy is also attempted if there are
still failures during a recovery operation.
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4.12.2.3 Running a server task
In order to install a server task, you should first create a world writable
area, with a mechanism to delete files after use. The method used on
VXCERN is a directory with write access for the FAL server, and some
disk quota for the FAL server. An installed command allows every user
to'delete files in this area. Then the principle is simple: A batch job,
which resubmits itself at regular interval, scans this area for a file with a
given name or type, copies it to a working place, deletes it, and then runs
VAXNEWS with the command PROCESS file_name where "filename" is
the working copy. The server command file may look as follows:

$! Example of a server command file

$ Run VAXNEWSSDIR:VAXNEWS ! First- recover possible problems
RECOVER ALL
$lonp:
$ a_file - fSsearchl "sr™: f i Ie*. type*" } ! Search the server files
$ If a_file . nes. ""
$ THEN
$ Copy •a_filf* RErKIVED.NKWS
S DELETE 'a_file'; ! Delete the original file..
$ Run VAXNEWSSUrR:VAXMEWK
PROCESS RECEIVED.HEWS
EXIT
$ GOTO loop
$ EMDIF
$ next_i. iine - f$exttart ( 0, IS, f$cvtime("tl :00", "ABSOLUTE") )
S SUBMrTZAFTER=" ' 'next_t ime' "/RESTART/QUEVE-xxx/hOG-yyy co!7imand_file

4.12.3 Providing an NNTP service
If you run MULTINET or UCX version 2 or higher, you can also build and
run a NNTP server which will allows news reader on other machines (
typically Unix hosts ) to read your VAXNEWS news. This server is built
if requested by the CONFIGUREJVAXNEWS command, and installed
by the INSTALL_VAXNEWS command in the Multinet or UCX service
database. You must of course not run already a NNTP server. Notice
that you can control the visibility of the groups and folders on the NNTP
server by the /[NO]NNTP qualifier on the MODIFY GROUP and MODIFY
FOLDER commands. The server obeys the RFC 977 protocol. This server
can allow posting. By default, postingis not allowed, except if the remote
hosts matches one of the definition kept Li VAXNEW$DAT:NNTP_
SOURCES.LIST. The syntax of this file is described in the template
distributed, which does not allow posting.
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! This file describes 'he host:; from which post iuq in allowed by the VAXHEWS
! NNTP server. Restriction on arrcr.r, to the HHTP nervor itnelf should be done
! «if- the level of MUI.TItlRT rorjKiCHI'K/SERVKK or urx <:RT CFMVlCE commands.

! 1) Lines starting with '!' «ire comment liner, ignored.
! 2) Other lines, excluding ti«iiliim bl«ink, «IT*1 a p«ittern to m«itch the host
! name, including wildcards. The host n.ime appears either as
! 'node.domain Iadd.add.add|' or
! '[add.add.add.add I'
! i.e. a name follower) by the address in l»r«icket, or iiist the address.
!
! Exemples of correct matches are
! * Ï* : Will match «ill hosts whose name is known, i.e. the first, form.
! *.cern.ch * : Will match all known hosts from corn domain
! vxcrna.* : WiI] only match the yxcrna machine, from any domain
i

! Examples of bad speciMcat ion :
! 128.147.* : As the number starts with 'I', it wi 1 I n«-v<'r Hitch.
! *.cern.ch : As it is fol lowed \\y the number, it wi 1 ! nnt match

! The distributed file is KMPTY, i.e. no host is allowed to post.

A log file is kept in VAXNEWS$DAT:NNTP.LOG, with normally one line
per connection describing the source host and date. You can request a
more detail led log by denning the ( system ) logical VAXNEWS_LOG_
SERVER to a non blank value. In this case, if two connection runs at the
same time, a second log file is created. One could set a version limit of this
file to avoid proliferation of log files...

4.12.4 Providing an WWW service
If you run MULTINET or UCX 2 or higher, you can also build and run a
WWW server which will allows news to be available in the World Wide
Web, provided you give an entry point. This server is built if requested by
the CONFIGURE_VAXNEWS command, and installed by the INSTALL,
VAXNEWS command in the Multinet or UCX service database. You must
of course not run already a WWW server, or chose another port during the
installation procedure. Notice that you can control the visibility of each
group and folder by the /[NO]WWW qualifier in the MODIFY GROUP and
MODIFY FOLDER commands. The entry point for the server must be
described like

h t l p : / /hos t .doina i n/VAXNEWfi

where 'host.domain' is to be replaced by the Internet address of
the machine where you provide this service. A log file is kept in
VAXNEWS$DAT:WWW.LOG Notice that this server is not very fast, as
the image must be activated each time a request is sent to your host.

A log file is kept in VAXNEWS$DAT:NNTP.LOG, with normally one line
per connection describing the source host and date. You can request a
more detailled log by defining the ( system ) logical VAXNEWS_LOG_
SERVER to a non blank value. In this case, if two connection runs at the
same time, a second log file is created. One could set a version limit of this
file to avoid proliferation of log files...
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4.12.5 Troubleshooting
A great variety of problems can occur when operating over the network.
Most of them are related to communication problems, disconnection during
operation, and errors in installation.

4.12.5.1 Communication proMwns
Several problems may occur during a network operation due to the
network. They are usually self-explanatory, and the usual fix is to retry
later, either by the RECOVER command, or automatically by the Server
Task.

• REMOTE NODE UNKNOWN : Either a typo in your database entry,
or a missing entry in your DECNET NCP or NCL database or Multinet
or UCX node list. Correct the faulty entry, as retry will not work in
this case.

• PATH TO REMOTE PARTNER LOST : This indicates a network
problem. The only fix is then to retry.

• NETWORK PARTNER EXITED : This means that the network object
crashed. This occurs when the network object is correctly identified,
i.e. object number known and logical names defined, but is unable to
run. Possible problems are :

* No access to the user database, because of invalid file protection or
existence of PROXY login. You should ask the remote manager to
disable PROXY on the network object, and check the file protection.

* No access to the user database due to invalid logical name
VAXNEWS$DAT.

* Invalid login area for the network object, which needs to be able to
open a log file and temporary scratch files when adding a news.

These cases require intervention of a system manager at the remote
node.

• DECNET and TCP/IP specific problems during connection are
described in Section 4.4.2 and Section 4.5.3 respectively.

4.12.5.2 Errors detected by the remote task
The remote task can detect problems, similar to those encountered on
the local node. You should receive a message explaining the problem.
The fix usually requires some work on the remote system. The REMOTE
MANAGER of the group, as displayed by the command DIR/GROUP
should known who to contact, as you usually don't know who is in charge
at the remote node. Usual errors are:

• DISK QUOTA EXCEEDED : It may be the disk quota of the network
object owner, as it needs to create a temporary file, or the disk quota
of the owner of the folder you try to add news to. You should then
contact the REMOTE MANAGER of the group, or directly the person
in charge at the remote node if you know who (s)he is.
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• UNKNOWN FOLDER : The requested folder is not found. Either an
error from your side, or a management problem, like a recently created
folder not available on all nodes where it should be available. You
should then contact the REMOTE MANAGER of the group, or directly
the person in charge at the remote node if you know who (s)he is.

• FILE PROTECTION : The network object owner is not allowed to
access some files. This requires some change in the remote system
installation. You should then contact the REMOTE MANAGER of the
group, or directly the person in charge at the remote node if you know
who (s)he is.

If you encounter unclear error messages, you should contact the REMOTE
MANAGER, or VXCERN::CALLOT or caUot@vxcrna.cern.ch, with a clear
description of the problem, and possible log files.
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When a collaboration uses VAXNEWS to distribute information to all
its members, it is important to maintain the system in a homogeneous
way on the various nodes. When a new folder is created in the group to
store some specific news items, it must be created on every node where
the information has to be distributed. When a new node wants to receive
the news of that group, the distribution list must be updated on every
node where news can be posted in this group, and the NODES database
must be updated to add this node. Usually, one person is in charge of
deciding these changes, but (s)he has to act on remote nodes. There are
two methods to solve this problem: You can

1 Maintain a list of contact persons on each node, each of them being
a MANAGER of VAXNEWS on his node, and send a Mail each time
some modification is required to the folders or the distribution lists.
This works more or less, but requires reminder messages, and takes
several days until the operation is completed on most nodes.

2 Declare a person as REMOTE MANAGER of the group on the nodes
where the group is installed. Provided the transport mechanism
supports remote management, and provided the Network Object has
the correct file access ( see the introduction of Chapter 4 and the note
in Section 1.1.4.1 ), this user is then able to create and modify folders
in that group, create and modify nodes and export distribution lists.

The second method is by far simpler for the person in charge. This chapter
will describe in detail the method used and the available commands for
remote management. It is of course possible to have remote management
on some of the nodes, and to use the first method for the others.

5.1 Remote management method
The basic method is that the remote manager requests a connection to the
target node, using the CONNECT command, specifying the target node
and the group to be managed. The remote node checks that the remote
user is the authorized REMOTE MANAGER of the specified group, and
then waits for commands. The connection is maintained until the remote
manager exits from the connected mode. The number of commands which
can be performed is limited, and should not be able to destroy important
information. The command EXPORT is using the same protocol as the
CONNECT, and is easier to use but can only perform global operations.
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5.1.1 Remote management security
First, the REMOTE MANAGER must also be a MANAGER on his own
node, as (s)he will not create folders or update distribution lists via the
network on the local node! This restricts severely the availability of the
CONNECT command.

The remote manager is identified automatically by the protocol used
during the CONNECT or EXPORT commands: After opening the link to
the remote node, the following message is sent:

CONNECT group node: m::er

The target node first selects the requested group, and then checks that the
specified "node::user" is identical to the REMOTE MANAGER field of the
group record. If not, a message is issued, specifying the name of the only
allowed remote manager. If the user name matches, then the connection
is established, and the remote node waits for actions. The REMOTE
MANAGER sees then a different prompt, specifying to which node (s)he
is connected. After typing commands and receiving replies, <s)he should
exit by I CM-Z L DISCONNECT or EXIT to disconnect the link and resume
normal VAXNEWS operation. When using the EXPORT command, the
remote management commands and the disconnection are automatically
generated.

5.2 Global changes: The EXPORT command
The simplest command, which should cover most of the cases, is the
EXPORT command, described in detail^ in the next chapter. This
command allows to update the folders of the group, the node description
and the group distribution lists, on one or several nodes. This covers
most of the cases. But you will still need the step by step procedure for
listing folders and nodes, modifying the notify flag of a folder or the router
attribute of a node. The usage of this command is best described by a few
examples:

5.2.1 Create a new folder
Suppose you want to create a folder my_group.my_folder in the group. You
just type

5 NRWR
NRWH > crefite folder my_qroup.my_folder /dfjscript ion= "This is my new qrnup'
NKWf* -- 'jxport /qroup-iiiy_qroup/foldnr-my_folder

The first statement creates the folder on the local node. You can specify all
the attributes you want. The second statement export this folder to all the
nodes on the group default distribution list. It exports only the existence
of the new folder, with its description, and attributes like filename, Usenet
name, Readonly or moderator name, not the content.
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5.2.2 Add a new node to receive the news
A new node wants to receive the news in your group. The group has been
created on the new node, and you are the remote manager. You first edit
the group distribution list to add the new node. Then, the operation looks
like:

S HEWS
NKVJS > Croate iiew_node /trai.-w-jri- -xxx/a<Id-yyy/nuin=zzz
HEWS > Export/group=my_group/Lo-iiew_Tiode/£olders/dist
HKWS > export/qroup-my_qroup/'iisv/iiodes=n«ips.file

The first statement create the node in the local database. The second
one copies to the new node the default group distribution list, and then
create all the existing folders in your group. The last command updates
the distribution list o all the nodes in your group, and updates the nodes
database according to the content of the specified file "node.file". The
syntax for this file is described in the next section.

5.2.2.1 Nodes description file
A node description file is needed, as a given node may have two possible
access, by DECNET or TCP/IP for example, and we must choose one or the
other depending on the remote node. The format of the file is relatively
free.

• Lines starting with T are comment lines, ignored.

• Each line starts with the node name in column one.

• It is followed by one or two description, separated by one or several
spaces.

• Each description has 3 fields, separated by one or several spaces:

1 Transport mechanism, the first 2 characters only are significant.
See Table 4-1 for possible values.

2 Number, either DECNET object number, or TCP port number, see
Chapter 4 for the meaning for the various transport mechanisms.

3 Address, see Chapter 4 for the meaning for the various transport
mechanisms.

The file looks then like

! This line starts in column 1 and is ignored
This describe only one transport for this node

DXCERN SMTP 25 VM:;_NEWSPDXCERN. CKRN. CIl

This describes two transports for a sinqle node

VXCERN DKCNET 178 22575 TCP 17B9 vxcrna.cern.ch

The entry in the node database on the remote node is created with the
first description, except in two cases:

1 The entry corresponds to the remote node: The transport mechanism
is then forced to be LOCAL
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The remote node is accessed via TCP/IP, the first description is
DECNET and the second one TCP/IP: The node is then created with
the TCP/IP description.

5.3 Special operations: The CONNECT command
First, a CONNECT command is needed to establish the connection. This
requests connection for a given group, and checks the user authorization.
Then, the commands have to be sent, and the answers from the remote
system are displayed on the screen. The session is ended by typing
I CW-Z [DISCONNECT or EXIT. The valid commands are:

5.3.1 DIR FOLD
Displays on the remote manager screen the folder directory on the remote
node. The directory is limited to folders in the selected group. The display
does not stop at the end of the page, but scrolls until finished.

5.3.2 CRE-FOLD folder description
Creates a new folder in the selected group, with the specified parameters:
FOLDER is the folder name, which will be prefixed by the group name
at the remote node, so the group must NOT be specified in the command
line. DESCRIPTION is a string describing the folder. It should not be put
in quotation marks. It may be wise to check the result afterwards with
the command DIR_FOLD. Other parameters can only be specified with
the MODJ1OLD command. Notice that the SET_FOLD command can do
better, and the direct EXPORT command is the best solution.

5.3.3 MOD FOLD folder item value
Modifies an existing folder in the selected group. FOLDER specifies the
name of the folder, excluding the group prefix. ITEM and VALUE specify
the requested change, according to Table 5—1. The item can be truncated
as long as it is unambiguous.

Table 5-1 Items and value for the MOD-FOLD command

Item Value

DESCRIPTION New string for the description, without quotes.

DISTRIBUTION New value for the distribution list.

NAME New name for the folder. This name does not include the
group part.

MODERATOR mail_address of the moderator. An empty address means no
more moderator.

NOTIFY ALL : Turns default notification ON for this folder, and sets
the NOTIFY flag for every user.
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Tabte5-1(ConL) Nuns and value for Vm MODLFOLD command

NOTIFY OFF: Turns default notification OFF lor this folder.

NOTIFY O N : Turns default notification ON lor Ws folder.

READONLY ON or OFF : Protect from local posting, afowed by default

USENET Name of the Usenet foMer, for use when posting with NNTP

or SMTP.

NNTP ON or OFF: Protect access by a local NNTP server

WWW ON or OFF: Protect access by a local WWW server

You must issue several commands to change more than one parameter.
You can check the result with the command DIR_FOLD.

5.3.4 UPD FOLD
This command updates the folder list on the remote node from the folders
on the local node: For each folder in the selected group on the local
node, the corresponding folder is either created on the remote node, or
its description updated. The name of the folder being updated, and any
error on the remote operation, is displayed on your screen. The folders are
created with no special attributes, and you should use MOD-FOLD to set
the NOTIFY flag or to change the default distribution list.

5.3.5 SET FOLD folder item value item value...
This command creates or modifies the specified folder so that it is as
identical as possible on the remote node. The command requires the folder
name, without the group prefix, and is then followed by a succession of
keyword usually followed by a value. They can be :

• FILE filename : Name of the folder files. This is relevant only if the
folder is created, and this specifies the VMS file name. If not specified,
the default, i.e. the folder name, is used.

• USEN Usenet_name : Name of the associated Usenet folder name.

• DIST distjist : Name of the folder default distribution list. If not
specified, the group distribution list is used.

• MODE moderator : Mail address of the moderator of the group. This
prevents direct posting in the group, each attempt is mailed to the
moderator for decision and action.

• READ : Sets the folder to readonly, so that no local posting is possible.

• DESC description : Description of the folder. As this can consists of
several words, this should be the last item.

This is not intended for normal user, EXPORT uses that command
internally.
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5.3.6 DIR-NODE restriction_string
Displays on the REMOTE MANAGER screen the complete list of known
nodes, or only of those nodes names containing the specified restriction
string. The display does not stop at end of page, but scrolls until
completely displayed.

5.3.7 CRE-NODE node_name transport address number
Creates a new node in the remote nodes database. N0DE_NAME
specifies the node name, TRANSPORT the transport mechanism as in
Table 4-1, ADDRESS the address and NUMBER the number. Notice that
unnecessary items can be omitted. An error is returned if the node already
exists.

5.3.8 SET-NODE node_name transport address number
Sets the parameters of the specified node in the remote nodes database.
NODE_NAME specifies the node name, TRANSPORT the transport
mechanism as in Table 4-1, ADDRESS the address and NUMBER the
number. Notice that unnecessary items can be omitted. If the node does
not yet exist, this command is identical to the CRE-NODE command.

5.3.9 MOD NODE node item value
Modifies the information on the specified node in the NODES database.
NODE specifies the existing node entry to be modified, ITEM describes
the element of information to be modified, VALUE is the new value. The
ITEM can be truncated as long as it is unambiguous. The allowed values
are:

Table 5-2 Item and Value for the MOD-NODE command

Item Value

TRANSPORT One of the possible transport mechanism described in
Table 4 - 1 .

ADDRESS The node address, whose meaning depends of the transport
mechanism and is described in the various sections of
Chapter 4.

NUMBER The node number, whose meaning depends on the transport
mechanism and is described in the various sections of
Chapter 4.

ROUTER A number, which specifies if the node is a ROUTER ( non
zero ) or not ( zero ).

FORWARD A number, which specifies if the node is a FORWARD node (
non zero ) or not ( zero ).

DISTRIBUTE A number, which specifies if the node is a DISTRIBUTE node
( non zero ) or not ( zero ).
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Table 5-2 (Cont) Mam and Vakw for th»IK»_NODE command
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INTER A number, which specifies if pooling to this node «forced to
be done interactively ( non zero ) or not ( zero ).

You must issue several commands to modify several parameters on a node.
You can check the result with the command DIRJfODE.

5.3.10 EXPORT file

5.3.11 EXIT

This command copies the specified distribution list to the remote node.
FILE specifies the distribution list name, the file is taken from the
selected group area, with extension .DIS, and a new file with the same
name is created in the remote group area, with the same content. This
requires that the Network Object, the Multinet Server or the UCX server
is allowed to create a file in the group area, which is normally guaranteed
by the privileges of the images.

This command closes the remote management session. This exits the
remote task, and you are back to standard VAXNEWS commands. The
prompt reverts also to the standard "NEWS>".

5.3.12 DISCONNECT
This command closes the remote management session. This exits the
remote task, and you are back to standard VAXNEWS commands. The
prompt reverts also to the standard "NEWS>".
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This section will describe the management commands accepted by
VAXNEWS, with their options, restrictions and purpose. These commands
are usually reserved to MANAGERS. You should refer to the VAXNEWS
User Manual for a description of the general user commands, which are
listed below:

Table 6-1 General user commands

Command Pwpose
ADD, POST, SEND

BACK

COPY

CORRECT

CURRENT

DIRECTORY

DOWN

EXIT

EXTRACT

FIRST

HELP

LAST

MAIL

MOVE

NEXT

PRINT

READ

RECOVER

REGISTER

REPLY

SEARCH

SELECT

SET ARCHIVE

SET ACTIVE

Adds a news Hem in the specified folder on some nodes.

A Manager can post SYSTEM messages

Displays the previous news item in the current folder.

Copies the specified news item io a new folder. A MANAGER can perform mis
operation on every news Hem. a normal user can do that only on his own news items.

Correct the description and expiration date of the specified news item. A MANAGER
can perform this operation on every news Hem, a normal user can do that only on his
own news items.

Displays the current news item from the beginning.

Displays a list of news item, nodes, groups or folders.

ScroWs the display by the specified number of lines, usually one page.

Leaves VAXNEWS.

Extracts the current news item in a file.

Displays the first news item in the current folder.

Displays help information. The HELP file is more complete for a MANAGER than for
a standard user, as it describes the MANAGER commands.

Displays the last news item in the current folder.

Mails the current news item to one or more recipients.

Moves the specified news item to a new folder. A MANAGER can perform this
operation on every news item, a normal user can do that only on his own news item.

Displays the next news item in the current folder.

Prints the current news item on the specified queue.

Displays the selected message.

Tries again to send news item after a problem occured.

Lists the newly created folder and allow to register.

Replies via MAIL to the current news author.

Searches the first news item containing a string.

Selects news to be displayed.

Selects the Archive mode of reading.

Selects the Active mode of reading, which is the default.
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Table 6-1 (Cont) General user command»

SET [NOJCLEAN Executes a SET SEEN on exit

SETOIRECTORY Select the order of the news in a dkedoiy listing.

SETFOLDER Selects the specified folder.

SET HEADER Change the header display when reading a news item.

SET[NO]NOTIFY Changes the Notification status of the specified folder.

A Manager can change the notification status for other users

SET[NO]PREFERRED Selects the default fokter.

SET READNEW Selects the Readnew mode of reading, the default if unseen news item are present

SET SEEN Declares that all news Hem present in the system are seen.

SHOW USER Displays information about users of the system.

SPAWN Spawns a sub-process to execute a command.

UP Scrolls the display up by the specified amount, usually one page.
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ANALYSE

This command scans and optionally repair the chain of pointers to access
active news.

FORMAT

restrictions

ANALYSE [/qualifiers]

Command Qualifiers
/DEBUG
/FOLDER=fokter
/GROUP=group
/REPAIR

Defaults
normal
all
all
analyse only

This command can be issued only by a MANAGER.

DESCRIPTION This command scans one or several folders, specified by the exclusive
/GROUP and /FOLDER qualifiers, or all accessible folders by default, to
detect defects in the chain of pointers allowing to access active news. The
text of the news is also checked, to detect unused portion of the file, or
possible overlap of two news. The /REPAIR qualifier allows to repair the
news chaining. It is not possible to repair the corruption of the text itself.
It is suggested to scan the folders to detect defects in case one suspect
a strange behaviour of one of several folders. And then to REPAIR only
those with detected error. Notice that the directory file is write locked
during the whole operation. As the operation reads completely the folder
files, it can take a lot of time, and should then be used only when the
computer is not too busy.

QUALIFIERS /DEBUG
Prints a one line information on the header and each news entry in the
folder(s). Mainly intended for the maintenance crew, to detect other
corruptions.

/FOLDER=name
Restrict the analyse and optional repair to the specified folder. This is
incompatible with the /GROUP qualifier. The default is to process all the
accessible folders. Specify completely the folder name.

/GROUP=group
Restrict the analyse and optional repair to the folders in the specified
group. This is incompatible with the /FOLDER qualifier. The default is to
process all the accessible folders.
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/REPAIR
Repairs the chain of pointers in case an error is detected by the analyse.
Errors detected on the news text can NOT be repaired. In case of such
problem, please copy the two files in a world readable area, and nail to
VXCERN::CALLOT or callot9vxcrna.cern.ch the location of these files fix-
investigation. The possible cures are to delete the faulty news if one has
its length or pointers corrupted, or, if the corruption is more general, to
extract all still readable news, delete the folder, create it again, and post
the saved news.
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ARCHIVE

This command expires news in the cunent folder or group.

FORMAT ARCHIVE /before=date [/qualifier]

PARAMETERS

restrictions

Command Qualifiers
/BEFORE=date
/GROUP

DafauNs
Mandatory
Only in the folder

This command can be issued only by a MANAGER.

DESCRIPTION Expires the active news posted before the specified date. The date is either
specified with the /BEFORE qualifier, or you will be prompted for it. The
entries for those news items are tagged as archived, and their expiration
date is set as now. A confirmation is requested before performing the
action. This is performed in the current folder, or on all folders of the
current group.

QUALIFIERS /BEFORE=date
Specifies a date. All active news items posted before that date are
archived. Specify it using the standard VMS format, either an absolute
date like dd-MMM-yyyy, or a number of days before now, or the keyword
TODAY meaning the previous midnight.

/GROUP
Requests the operation to be performed on all folders of the current group.
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COMPRESS

Compresses the various folders to remove erased news and recover dtek
space.

FORMAT COMPRESS

restrictions This command can be issued only by a MANAGER As new files are
created during the operation, (s)he must be allowed to create files in the
various group area.

DESCRIPTION This command scans the folder database, and for each folder checks the
number of erased messages. If non zero, then the folder files are renamed
with version number 2, new files with version number 1 are created, and
the news are copied to this new version. Version 2 files are then deleted.
This requires enough disk quota to create temporarily a copy of the folder.
Rights to create and delete files are needed. If this is not the case for a
folder, the operation continues with the next folder.
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CONNECT

This command allows a remote manager to perfomi several operations on a
remote node.

FORMAT CONNECT node group

PARAMETERS node
Specifies the node onto which remote management will be performed.
The node must be known in the database, and accessed by a transport
mechanism supporting remote management, see Chapter 4

group
Specifies the group for which remote management operations will be
performed.

restrictions
The user must be a MANAGER on the local node.

The user must be the REMOTE MANAGER as declared in the group
information on the remote node.

DESCRIPTION The command connects to the remote node, and checks that the group
exists and the requesting user is the REMOTE MANAGER of this group.
If this is not correct, then an error message is issued. If successful, then
the connection is established, and will be maintained until the user exits
the connect mode by typing EXIT, DISCONNECT or| CM-Z I The prompt
now displays the name of the connected node, and the user can now type
commands in the format specified in Section 5.3, and listed below.

• CRE-FOLD folder description

• CRE_NODE node_name transport address number

• DIR_FOLD

• DIR_NODE string

• DISCONNECT

• EXIT

• EXPORT file

• MOD_FOLD folder item value

• M0D_N0DE node item value

• SET-NODE node_name transport address number

• SET FOLD folder item value item value ...
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UPD.FOLD
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CREATE FOLDER

Creates a new folder.

FORMAT CREATE FOLDER fokfer.name [/qualifier]

PARAMETERS fotder_name
The name of the folder to be created. This name must be completely
specified, however if the name does not contain any dot V , then the
current group name will be prefixed to obtain the complete folder name.
The folder name can contain several dots.

Command Qualifiers
/DESCFHPTION="texr
/DISTRlBUTtON=IiSt
/NOTIFY
/FILE=name
/USENET=name

Defaults
You wiH te prompted for.
Group distribution list
No.
Use the folder name
Use the folder name

restrictions This command can be issued only by a MANAGER.

DESCRIPTION This command creates a new folder in the specified or implicit group.
This means a new entry in the folder database, and the two folder files in
the group area ( except for a remote group ). This requires file creation
right in the group area. The folder files are described in Section 3.5 and
Section 3.6.

Note: If the two folder files already exist, the existing folder files can
be used after confirmation, so that the contained information
becomes available. This allow remote distribution of information
to a new node in a collaboration. But you should avoid having two
folders using the same files !

QUALIFIERS /DESCRIPTION="text"
Specifies the description of the folder, a short text to describe the topics
covered by this folder. If omitted, you will be prompted for a description.
If specified on the command line, you must enclose it in quotation marks.

/DISTRIBUTION=IiSt
Overwrites the default distribution list for that folder, which is the group
distribution list. Specify the name of a file ( with extension .DIS ) in the
group area. The format of the file is described in Section 4.12.1. The
existence of the distribution file is checked before creating the folder.
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/NOTIFY
The created folder will have the notify flag set, such that every existing
and future user will be notified of new messages. The default is not to set
this flag.

/FILE=name
Specifies the name of the file in the group area. By default, the name
is the folder name, omiting the group prefix, and replacing periods by
underscores. If the folder name contains invalid characters, then you can
give that way a valid file name.

/USENET=name
Specifies the Usenet newsgroup corresponding to this folder. This is used
when sending using the NNTP and SMTP protocols, and inside a USENET
group to decide from which newsgroup to update. By default, the USENET
name is identical to the folder name.
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CREATE GROUP

Create a new group.

FORMAT CREATE GROUP goup.name /qualifier

PARAMETERS group_name
Name of the new group. This name must differ from existing groups, and
be at most 12 characters.

Command Qualifiers
/AREA=directoiy
/DISTRIBUTION=IiSt
/MANAGER=user
/PUBLIC
/PRIVATE
/READ
/UNPACKED
/USENET=node

Defaults
You will be prompted for.
Local
No remote manager
Yes

/PUBLIC
/PUBLIC
Packed tea files
No.

restrictions This command can be issued only by a MANAGER.

DESCRIPTION This command creates a new entry in the group database. The various
qualifiers are used to specify default parameters for the folders which
will be created later on in the group. See Section 3.1 for details on the
parameters.

QUALIFIERS /AREA=directory
Specifies the directory into which the folder files will be created. This is
usually a logical name followed by a colon ":", but can also be followed by
a directory specification. The colon is mandatory. This directory will hosts
the folder files and the possible distribution lists. If the area specification
contains a double colon "::", then the group is a REMOTE group, where
folders are on a remote node. See Section 3.1.1.

/DISTRIBUTION=IiSt
Specifies the default distribution list for that group. You should specify
the name of a file which has the extension ".DIS" in the group area, but
should not specify the extension in the command. The format of the file is
described in Section 4.12.1. The existence of the file is not checked.

/MANAGER=user
Specifies the name of the only allowed remote manager of this group. If
omitted, the group has no remote manager. The purpose of the REMOTE
MANAGER is described in Chapter 5.
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/PUBLIC
Specifies the file protection the folder files will have in this group,
according to Table 3-1. The files will have world Read and Write access.

/READ
Specifies the file protection the folder files will have in this group,
according to Table 3-1. The files will have world Read access, but no
Write access.

/PRIVATE
Specifies the file protection the folder files will have in this group,
according to Table 3—1. The files will have no world access. This implies
that an ACL will describe who is allowed to read and write in this folder,
see Section 2.2.4.

/UNPACKED
Specifies that the content of all folders in that group will be stored in an
non packed format, allowing faster access, but to the expense of larger
disk usage.

/USENET=node
Describes that this group is intended to keep a local copy of some Unix
Usenet news groups, and specifies the Internet node name or address of
the reference copy. This address is then used by the UPDATE command to
update the local node folder from the reference node Refer to Section 2.3
for a discussion of Usenet groups.

Note: The UNPACK attribute can not be changed later, for obvious
reasons. The USENET status can also not be changed, but the
value can be changed as described in MODIFY GROUP command.
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CREATE NODE

Create a new entry in the NOOES database.

FORMAT CREATE NODE node_name [/qualifiers]

PARAMETERS node_name
This is the name of the new entry, 1 to 20 characters without space. This
name will be used in distribution lists and on the command line to refer to
the node.

Command Qualifiers
/TRANSPORT=type
/ADDRESS=string
/NUMBER=number
/ROUTER
/INTERACTIVE
/FORWARD
/DISTRIBUTE

Defaults
Mandatory
Usually needed
Usually needed
No.
No.
No.
No.

restrictions This command can be issued only by a MANAGER.

DESCRIPTION This command creates a new entry in the nodes database, specifying a
new node, the transport mechanism and other parameters needed to be
able to send news there.

QUALIFIERS /TRANSPORT=type
Defines the transport mechanism used to reach the new node. Table 4-1
describes the possible values, and the corresponding transport
mechanisms. This qualifier is mandatory. The need for the other
qualifiers, and their default value, depends on this qualifier.

/ADDRESS=string

Defines the address of the node, according to the following table:

Table 6-2 Address of the node
Transport Meaning of the address

LOCAL
DECNET
TCPJP
SMTP

No address.

DECNET name or address, without "::"

Internet node name or number like xx.xx.xx.xx

Internet Mail address like user® node.domain
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Table 6-2 (Cont) Address of the node

Transport Maankig of the address

MAIL OECNET MaM address ike NO0E::USER

FILE ( Remote ) file specification.

DCL Command file specification, without " O "

NNTP Internet node name or number Kke xx.xx.xx.xx

/NUMBER=num
Specifies an auxiliary number needed by some transport mechanisms, as
described in the next table.

Table 6-3 Number of the node

Transport Meaning of the number

LOCAL No number.

OECNET OECNET Object Number, default is 178

TCPJP TCP/IP Port Number, default 1789

SMTP No number.

MAIL Header cooing protocol, see Section 4.11

FILE Header coding protocol, see Section 4.11

DCL No Number.

NNTP No number.

/ROUTER
Defines the node as a router, i.e. a node which redistributes information to
other nodes. When several news systems are connected, e.g. VAXNEWS,
XNEWS on IBM/VM or Unix news, the source of the news item sends to
the various nodes, including routers. When the news item is processed
in VAXNEWS, and if it was not created by VAXNEWS, it should not be
sent again to the routers, to avoid possible loops. The node must then be
tagged as Router in the NODES database, see Section 4.2.1.

/INTERACTIVE
Forces the posting of news in this folder to be performed interactively, even
when the user selects the BATCH option. This allows faster post time on
busy systems with large distribution lists and poor batch response time.

/FORWARD
Indicates that the node address is not the one of the node name, but an
intermediate node which should forward to the final destination. See
Section 4.2.2 for details.

/DISTRIBUTE
Indicates that the node address is not the final destination, but that
the node name has to be interpreted at this address as the name of a
distribution list to which the news will be sent. See Section 4.2.3 for
details.
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CREATE USER

Create a new entry in the user database for the specified user.

FORMAT CREATE USER user name

PARAMETERS user_name
Name of the new user. Should not already exist. There is no attempt to
test that such an user exists in the system.

restrictions This command can be issued only by a MANAGER.

DESCRIPTION Create an entry in the user database for this user. He will then have by
default the NOTIFY flag for the default folders. The notify flags can later
on be modified by the command SET [NOJNOTIFYf USER=
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ERASE

This command erases from the current folder or group old expired news.

FORMAT ERASE /before=date [/qualifier]

PARAMETERS

restrictions

Command Qualifiers
/BEFORE=date
/GROUP

Defaults
Mandatory
Only in the folder

This command can be issued only by a MANAGER.

DESCRIPTION Erases from the folder directory the expired news items posted before
the specified date. The expiration status of every news is also adjusted.
The date is either specified with the /BEFORE qualifier, or you will be
prompted for it. The entries for those news items are deleted, without
any possible recovery. A confirmation is then requested before performing
the action. This is performed in the current folder, or on all folders of the
current group. The COMPRESS command must then be issued to recover
the disk space.

QUALIFIERS /BEFORE=date
Specifies a date. All expired news items posted before that date are erased
from the file. Specify it using the standard VMS format, either an absolute
date like dd-MMM-yyyy, or a number of days before now, or the keyword
TODAY meaning the previous midnight.

/GROUP
Requests the operation to be performed on all folders of the current group.
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EXPORT

Exports the nodes, folders or distribution lists to a list of nodes.

FORMAT EXPORT/GROUP=Xx [/qualifiers]

PARAMETERS None.

restrictions

Command Qualifiers
/GROUP=name
/TO[=dest]
/FOLDERS [=name]
/DISTRIBUTION [=name]
/NODES=fite

Defaults
Mandatory
Whole group distribution
Do not export the folders
Do not export a distribution list
Do not export the nodes definitions.

This command can only be issued by the remote manager of the group

DESCRIPTION This command allows to perform the same remote management operation
on several nodes in one command. You must first specify on which group
the operation will be performed. This is also used to connect to the remote
nodes. The list of nodes on which the operation will be performed is
controlled by the /TO qualifier. If absent, the operation is performed on
all the nodes in the group distribution. If specified like /TO=@Iist, the
operation is performed on all the nodes in the specified distribution list. If
specified like /TO=node, the operation is performed only on that node.

This command allows to update the folders, i.e. to create them or modify
their description, and/or to update a distribution list, and/or to update the
node database according to a local description. At least one of these three
operations has to be specified.

The log of the actions on the remote nodes is displayed on the screen.
The export can only act on nodes for which the remote management
is supported by the transport mechanism, and where the remote
management is enabled.

QUALIFIERS /GROUP=name
Specifies the group to be exported. The group must exist on the local node,
and you must be the Remote Manager of this group on the target node(s).
This is a mandatory qualifier.

/TO [-©list] [=name]
Specifies the target node(s) of the export. If omited, the export is
performed on all the nodes in the group default distribution list. If you
specify this qualifier, you must specify a value, either another distribution
list prefixed with "®", or just a single node name. The later is useful when
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a new node is added in a large distribution. You just create all the node
definitions and folders, and export the default distribution list in one go,
but only to this node. See Section 5.2.2.

/FOLDERS [=name]
Specifies that you want to update the folders on the remote nodes. You can
specify which folder you want to update by specifying its name, omiting
the group prefix as usual. The existence of the specified folder is checked.
If you do not specify a name, then all the local folders in the selected
group are exported. The folder is created on the remote node if needed,
the description and options like distribution list, moderator and Usenet
name are adjusted to the local description.

/DISTRIBUTION [=name]
Specifies that you want to export one distribution list. You can specify
the name of the distribution list, which should reside in the group area
and have the extension .DIS, which you don't specify here. By default the
group distribution list is exported.

/NODES=HIe
Specifies that you want to update the node database on the remote node
from the description maintained in the specified file. The format of the file
is specified in Section 5.2.2.1.
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MODIFY FOLDER

Modifies one or several parameters of an existing folder.

FORMAT MODIFY FOLDER fokter.name [/qualifier]

PARAMETERS folder_name
Specifies the name of the folder to be modified. Specify the full folder
name. The group prefix can be omitted if the rest does not contain any
dot, and if the group is identical to the current group.

restrictions

Command Qualifiers
/MJLJIOTiFY
/DESCRlFTiON=IeXf
/DISTRIBUTiON=M
/GROUP=group

Defaults
No.
No.
No.
No.

/[NO]MODERATOR=mail_address No.
/NAME=name No.
/NOTIFY No.
/NONOTIFY No.
/POST No.
/READONLY No.
/USENET=name No.
/[NO]NNTP No.
/[NO]WWW No.

• This command can be issued only by a MANAGER.

• /NAME and /GROUP are exclusive.

• /POST and /READONLY are exclusive.

• /NOTIFY, /ALL_NOTIFY and /NONOTIFY are exclusive.

D E S C R I P T I O N This command allows some parameters of an existing folder to be changed.

QUALIFIERS /DESCRIPTiON=1TeXt"
Specifies a new description for the folder. The text has to be between
double quotes, and any double quote has to be doubled in the text.
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/DtSTBIBUThDN=IiSt
Specifics a new distribution list for the folder. The distribution list format
is specified in Section 4.12.1. If you specify /DISTRIBUTION*'"', then
the default distribution becomes the local node only. The existence of the
specified distribution list is checked, and the modification aborted if the
file is not found.

/GROUP=grovp
Changes the group a folder belongs to. The name is altered to include the
new group name as first part.

Note: The old and new group's area MUST be on the MUM device, as the
folder files are moved by a LIB$RENAME_FILE coanuukL

In order to move a folder to another group on a different disk, you must
trick the system like that:

1 Create a dummy group, with the same area as the original group.

2 MODIFY FOLDER xxx /GROUP=dummy . This isolates the folder.

3 Copy the file to the new group location.

4 Modify the dummy group, giving the target area as new area.

5 MODIFY FOLDER xxx /GROUP=final

Notice that the file ownership and protection is not changed by this
command, and should be adjusted if needed outside VAXNEWS.

/NAME=name
Renames the folder. The new name specifies only the non group part, as
the group remains the same. The file name of the folders file is unchanged.

/NOTIFY
Changes the default notification status, so that new users will have the
NOTIFY flag set for this folder by default. This does not change the flag
for existing users.

/ALL_NOTIFY
Changes the default notification flag, like /NOTIFY. However, it changes
also the NOTIFY flag of every existing user for this folder. It takes time,
as the whole USER database has to be scanned and modified.

/NONOTIFY
Changes the default notification status of the folder, so that new users will
NOT have the NOTIFY flag set for this folder. This does NOT change the
flag for existing users.

/MODERATOR=maiLaddress
Specifies the mail address of a moderator. With this option, the news are
not posted directly by every user, but sent to a moderator. This user has to
extract the news from his/her mail, and the use the PROCESS command
to post the news, if he/she wants to. The default, which can be restored
with /NOMODERATOR, is to post directly.
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/READONLY
The folder becomes protected, posting is no more allowed for any user,
even with privileges. Only Network posting is allowed This option is used
on satellite nodes Tor folders where posting is restricted on the main node,
to avoid unwanted posting.

/POST
Suppress the readonly attribute of the folder.

/USENET
Specifies the name of the Usenet group corresponding to the folder. This
name is used for a Usenet group, and for sending via NNTP or SMTP.

/[NO]NNTP
Specifies that this folder should be visible or not by the NNTP server.
Notice that this is irrelevant if the group is not visible to the NNTP server,
i.e. is private or has the /NONNTP attribute. The status NONNTP is
listed by DIRECTORY/FOLDER /FULL

/[NO]WWW
Specifies that this folder should be visible or not by the WWW server.
Notice that this is irrelevant if the group is not visible to the WWW server,
i.e. is private or has the /NOWWW attribute. The status NOWWW is
listed by DIRECTORY/FOLDER/FULL
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MODIFY GROUP

Modifies one or several parameters of an existing group.

FORMAT MODIFY GROUP group.name [/qualifiers]

PARAMETERS group_name
The name of the existing group you want to modify.

Command Qualifiers
/AREA=directory
/MANAGER=name
/DISTRIBUTION=file
/PUBLIC
/PRIVATE
/READ
/[NO]NNTP
/[NOJWWW
/USENET=name

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

restrictions This command can be issued only by a MANAGER.

DESCRIPTION This command modifies the group record in the GROUP database. It has
no effect on existing folders in the group. This means that any change
which can affect existing folders has to be performed manually, e.g. if you
change the group area you have to copy the folder files.

QUALIFIERS /AREA=directory
Specifies a new location for the folder files. As the group record is used to
access the folder, this implies that either this is a synonym of the previous
group area, or that you have to move the folder files and distribution
lists to the new area. The status of REMOTE or LOCAL group, see
Section 3.1.1, is updated according to the area specification.

/MANAGER=name
Specifies the new name of the REMOTE MANAGER of the group. The
syntax is NODE::USER, and the remote management function is described
in Chapter 5.

/DISTRIBUTION=IiSt
Specifies the new default distribution list for this group. The distribution
list of existing folders is not changed. The distribution list format is
specified in Section 4.12.1. If you specify /DISTRIBUTION="", then the
default distribution becomes "to the local node only".
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/PUBUC
Specifies the file protection the new folder files will have in this group,
according to Table 3-1. The files will have World Read and Write >

/PRIVATE
Specifies the file protection the new folder files will have in this group,
according to Table 3-1. The files will have no World access. This implies
that an ACL will describe who is allowed to read and write in this folder.

/READ
Specifies the file protection the new folder files will have in this group,
according to Table 3-1. The files will have World Read access, but no
Write access.

/[NO]NNTP
Specify the access to this group from a possible NNTP server running on
the same node. By default, 'Public' and 'Readonly' groups are accessible by
the NNTP server.

/[NO]WWW
Specify the access to this group from a possible WWW server running on
the same node. By default, 'Public' and 'Readonly' groups are accessible by
the WWW server.

/USENET=name
Specifies the new name of the USENET news server from which this
group is updated. As the update procedure relies on news number, this
qualifier should be used onl; when the same news server changes name
or address, not to switch to another news reader, but in this case you
should probably delete all folders or even the group, as news numbers are
probably different in the new server.
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MODIFY NODE

Modify one or several parameters associated to a node.

FORMAT MODIFY NODE node.name [/qualifier]

PARAMETERS nodejname
Specifies which existing entry in the node database you want to modify.

restrictions

Command Qualifiers
/TRANSPORT=type
/ADDRESS=address
/NUMBER=number
/[NO]ROUTER
/[NO]INTERACTiVE
/[NO]FORWARD
/[NOJDISTRIBUTE

Defaults
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

This command can be issued only by a MANAGER.

The node "LOCAL" can not be modified.

Q E S C R I P T I O N This command allows to modify the parameters of a node.

QUALIFIERS /TRANSPORT=type
Defines the transport mechanism used to reach the new node. Table 4—1
describes the possible values, and the corresponding transport
mechanisms. This qualifier is mandatory. The need for the other
qualifiers, and their default value, depend on this qualifier.

/ADDRESS=string
Defines the address of the node, according to the Table 6-2

/NUMBER=num
Specifies an auxiliary number needed by some transport mechanisms, as
described in the Table 6-3.

/[NO]ROUTER
Defines if the node is a router or not. See Section 4.2.1 for details.

/[NOJINTERACTIVE
Forces the posting of news in this folder to be performed interactively,
even when the user selects the BATCH option, or disable this option. This
allows faster post time on busy systems with large distribution lists and
poor batch response time.
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/[NO]FORWARD
Defines if the node is a Forward address or not. See Section 4.2.2 for
details.

/[NO]DiSTRIBUTE
Defines if the node is a Distribute node or not. See Section 4.2.3 for
details.
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PROCESS

Process the specified file, which contains all the information to perform an
ADD command. Used mainly by Server jobs.

FORMAT PROCESS {file_name I MAIL} [/qualifier]

PARAMETERS file_name
Name of a file containing all the information needed to ADD a news
item. This file is usually created by VAXNEWS itself, as target of a FILE
transport, see Section 4.9. It can also process recovery files.

MAIL
Keyword to specify that VAXNEWS has to look for unseen MAIL messages,
and process them. This* is also intended for a server job, as target of a
MAIL transport, see Section 4.8.

Command Qualifiers
/NORECOVER

Defaults
Recovery information is saved if needed.

DESCRIPTION This command reads the specified file, or extracts any unread MAIL, and
processes it to add the described news in the described nodes and folders.
The file is usually produced by VAXNEWS and transported using the FILE
or MAIL mechanisms. It can also accept standard messages produced by
a Unix news server, or by the XNEWS news system on CERNVM. The
various supported formats for the file are described in Section 4.11

Notice that

1 The routine USERJJPDATEJiEADER ( see Section 1.3.4 ) is called
before posting the news, so that the various header elements can be
modified.

2 The folder can be a list of folders.

3 If a folder is unknown, the requested name is searched in the USENET
names of the folders. If found, posting is performed in this folder.

4 Processing a file to post in an unknown folder will send the offending
file to the account specified by the logical name VAXNEWS_
MANAGER, except if the folder specification is a list of folders.

QUALIFIERS /NORECOVER
Specifies that you do NOT want to save recovery information if the posting
fails. The default is to save this information, for later processing by the
command RECOVER or bv the Server Task if one is defined.
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REMOVE FOLDER

Removes a folder, deletes all folder files.

FORMAT REMOVE FOLDER folder_name

PARAMETERS folder_name

The name of the existing folder you want to remove.

restrictions This command can be issued only by a MANAGER.

D E S C R I P T I O N This commands checks the existence of the specified folder. Then, after
prompting for confirmation, the folder files are deleted, and the NOTIFY
flag for this folder is cleared for every user. There is no way to recover
such an operation as all the data files are lost.
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REMOVE GROUP

Removes an entry from the group database.

FORMAT REMOVE GROUP group_name

PARAMETERS group^name
Name of the group entry you want to remove from the database.

restrictions This command can he issued only by a MANAGER.

D E S C R I P T I O N Removes an entry from the group database. If the group j s not empty,
you are prompted for deletion of all the folders still in the group. A
confirmation is requested before real deletion. There is no way to recover
such an operation.
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REMOVE NODE

Removes an entry from the NODES database.

•^••••••iBBmaHBBiaaHHn^aMBBaaBBBBa»

FORMAT REMOVE NODE node name

PARAMETERS node_name
Name of the entry in the NODES database you want to remove.

restrictions
• This command can be issued only by a MANAGER.
• The node "LOCAL" can not be removed.

D E S C R I P T I O N Removes the specified entry from the NODES database. There is no check
performed concerning the use of this entry in existing distribution lists.
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REMOVE USER

Removes a user from the database.

FORMAT REMOVE USER user name

PARAMETERS user_name
Mandatory parameter specifying the user to be removed from the
database.

restrictions This command can bo issued only by a MANAGER.

D E S C R I P T I O N Removes a user from the database. This allows the speed-up of the
scanning of the user database.
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SET USER

Changes important flags in the user record.

FORMAT SET USER user__name [/qualifier]

PARAMETERS user_name
The name of a user whose MANAGER status has to be changed.

Command Qualifiers
/[NO]MANAGER
/DISABLED
/ENABLED

Defaults
No.
No.
No.

restrictions This command can be issued only by a MANAGER.

DESCRIPTION This command allows to change the main status of a user. The MANAGER
status, and the possible access to VAXNEWS are controlled here. The
NOTIFY flag can also be forced for one folder

QUALIFIERS /[NO]MANAGER
Sets or reset the flag indicating that this user is a Manager. A MANAGER
must be able to perform management, i.e. must be able to create or
delete files in the various group areas. A MANAGER can also destroy
irreversibly information in the various databases, so (s)he must not be
chosen randomly!

/DISABLED
A Disabled user exits immediately when activating any VAXNEWS image.
This can bo interesting for captive accounts.

/ENABLED
Allows to recover from the Disabled state.
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STATISTICS

Produce a file containing statistic on the current folder in your current directory.

FORMAT STATISTICS

DESCRIPTION This command produces a printable output describing the usage of the
current folder: number of user, interested users, number of users having
read each active news in the folder. This is intended for monitoring the
usefulness of the current folder.
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UPDATE

Update a USENET folder or group from the source node.

FORMAT UPDATE [group]

PARAMETERS group
The name of the group to be updated. If omited, the current folder only is
updated, provided it is in a Usenet group.

D E S C R I P T I O N Update the current folder, or the specified group, from the news items
present in the Unix Usenet server for the corresponding newsgroup. The
last local news item number in the folder is compared to the last news
item number in the Usenet server. If the number is smaller, then every
missing news item is fetched from the server, and added to the local node.

This command is not restricted to a MANAGER, as it does not require any
privileges. But it would most probably be used only by automated tasks,
performing each night an update of the local node's folder.
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